Palestine is the barometer of Western integrity
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Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine.
Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution.
Don’t give me oppression and call it peace.
Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home.
Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom.
Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state.
My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.
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Statehood for Palestine? - Organised Hypocrisy on a Monumental Scale
(the Economic Occupation of the West Bank)
Late last year I made my first visit to the West Bank. I’d never before been anywhere in what was once known as the Levant,
between Anatolia and Egypt, though I’ve travelled in other parts of the world, as a researcher into economic and political
development. Mostly I look at institutions – of all kinds and sizes – and the ways they go about their business, whether it’s the
management of common resources at village level, such as grazing and irrigation, or the state-level implementation of policies
on industry and technology. I visited the West Bank at the invitation of the Kenyon Institute, which arranges visits and lectures
by British-based academics. As well as lecturing, I interviewed civil servants and politicians, NGO officials and owners of small
factories, and travelled across much of the territory. I was struck by the development impasse in the West Bank, and by the
granular details of Palestinian life under the Israeli control system: I mean daily life, at the basic level, as distinct from the highprofile feuds and negotiations with which we’re all familiar.
First, some figures. In the combined territory of Israel plus Palestine, the population of Israeli Jews is just over six million, of
whom about half a million live in East Jerusalem or settlements in the West Bank. The population of Palestinian Arabs is about
six million, of whom some 2.7 million live in the West Bank, 1.7 million in Gaza and 1.7 million in Israel. So the ratio of
Palestinian Arabs to Israeli Jews in the combined territory is 49.8:50.2. However, two qualifications have to be made. First, the
population of Palestinian Arabs living as refugees is estimated at 6.8 million, bringing the number of Palestinian Arabs to nearly
13 million. Second, within the borders of Israel plus Palestine, the Arabs in the four territories where Arabs live (West Bank,
Gaza, East Jerusalem and Israel) have little exchange with one another; they are in no sense a unit. The West Bank’s
population of 2.7 million is around a third the size of Israel’s (including Arabs), but has a much higher birthrate (though the
birthrate among Jewish settlers in the West Bank and East Jerusalem is even higher). The average income of Jewish Israelis
(at market exchange rates) is around $40,000; that of Arab Israelis $13,000; that of West Bankers $3700, and less in Gaza. At
the end of the Second World War, Jews accounted for about 34 per cent of the population of historic or British Mandate
Palestine, Arabs 66 per cent; the average income of the Jews was about twice that of Arabs. Today, the population ratio is
almost 50:50; the average income of Jews is about 11 times that of West Bankers. Few places in the world have a long land
border with such a large average income disparity between the two sides.
Before I arrived in the West Bank I had read about the Israeli system of control. ‘The miracle is based on denial,’ Ari Shavit
writes in My Promised Land. ‘Bulldozers razed Palestinian villages, warrants confiscated Palestinian land, laws revoked
Palestinians’ citizenship and annulled their homeland.’ But reading about it is one thing; encountering the system at first hand is
quite another. The souk in Hebron’s old city was eerily empty, with almost no people or goods to be seen. Walking through it I
noticed netting strung over the street, and looking up towards the bright blue sky was puzzled to see rubbish strewn on the
netting. My hosts explained that Israeli settlers had occupied the apartments of departed Palestinians above the souk, or built
new apartments on top of the Palestinians’; and from this vantage point had taken to tossing their rubbish onto the heads of
passing Palestinians below. Hence the netting. I was told that a minister in the Palestinian Authority recently had a chamber pot
emptied on top of her.
The souk was like a ghost town, my hosts explained, because the Israeli government had closed off most access points to
Palestinians, in order to ensure that the Israeli settlers could enter and leave the city by dedicated routes, avoiding all contact
with Palestinians. The main way in to the souk had a revolving steel gate guarded by an Israeli soldier. As we passed through,
two men on one side had a stack of cartons of canned goods on a trolley; they lifted the cartons one by one high up over the top
of the barrier, into the hands of two men on the other side, who lowered them onto their trolley, ready to move elsewhere. Think
of the transaction costs of shifting those canned goods a couple of metres through the checkpoint.
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The next day, on a dusty dirt road outside Nablus, with the Israeli security fence on one side and an olive grove on the other, I
met two brothers walking towards the town some three kilometres away, where they lived. They had been working on their
(ancestral) land on the Israeli side of the fence. The Israelis manned a gate closer to the town, they said, but opened it for only
one hour in the early morning, one hour at midday and one hour in the late afternoon. If they wanted to come or go at other
times they walked, or sometimes drove a tractor, several kilometres to the next gate, which had more extended opening hours.
They also each needed a permit to cross the fence. The permits didn’t last long. The period varied but was commonly about two
months. When it expired the men had to apply for another permit, which could take weeks. Last year they applied for a permit to
cover the period for harvesting their greenhouse tomatoes, their main source of income. But it took 40 days to arrive, by which
time the crop had rotted. They had two more brothers who were not allowed to cross the fence under any circumstances,
because years before they had been jailed for protesting against Israeli rule.
On to a nearby herder community, where fifty households tend several thousand head of sheep and goats on barren land.
Electricity lines run overhead, water and sewage pipes run below, but the herders have no access to them. They buy water from
an Israeli-owned water depot some distance away. They can pay for an Israeli-owned tanker to bring water to their cistern; but it
was cheaper for them to tow their own water container to the depot behind a tractor, fill it, and pull it back home. In 2008 the
Israeli authorities confiscated their water container, saying it did not meet standards. Now they pay the extra for the Israeliowned tanker delivery.
The Palestinian Hydrology Group, an NGO, has been working for more than twenty years to improve water and sanitation
facilities throughout the West Bank. The Nablus office has provided toilets to fifty poor communities, including this settlement of
herders. In Israeli eyes the toilets are illegal, because built without a permit. The PHG knows from experience that the chances
of getting a permit are practically zero. So, backed by Spanish aid, it built quickly collapsible toilet cabins. With just a few
minutes’ notice the components can be spirited out of sight and reassembled when the soldiers are gone. In Area C of the West
Bank (more than 60 per cent of the territory) it is illegal even to mend a failing water cistern without a permit – which is rarely
given. Solar panels would require a permit, too.
The same restrictions mean that areas A and B of the West Bank (40 per cent of the territory), where Palestinians have greater
scope for self-government, cannot be connected to scale-efficient infrastructure networks for electricity and water. The areas are
fragmented (ghettoised) into small enclaves surrounded by area C land, where infrastructure projects require Israeli permits,
which are rarely given. This greatly increases the cost of infrastructure services and restricts their supply to most of the West
Bank population.
At the other end of the socio-economic ladder, I spoke to a senior Palestinian telecommunications executive. He told me that the
Oslo Accords explicitly stated that the West Bank administration had the right to establish ‘separate and independent
telecommunication networks’. But the fine print said that Israel would allocate frequencies for the Palestinians (or not).
Unsurprisingly, given the enveloping structure of rule, the Israeli government has not allocated anything like enough frequencies
to the Palestinians, with the result that the costs of building networks in Palestine are three times higher than they otherwise
would be. Palestinians are unable to access the internet or email on their phones, because Israel has not allocated the
frequencies needed for 3G (for ‘security reasons’). Israel has however allocated 3G frequencies to Israeli companies serving
West Bank settlers and to provide seamless telecom access to Israeli citizens moving about the West Bank.
Telecom equipment can only be brought in through Israeli ports. Several years ago the Palestinian telecom agency ordered
equipment from Ericsson, identical to Ericsson equipment imported at the same time by Israel. The Israeli equipment passed
through customs in two weeks; the Palestinian equipment was held for two years for ‘security checks’, all the time incurring daily
storage fees. Israel also insists on the same equipment standards for Palestine as for Israel, despite the income disparity.
Israel systematically blocks Palestinian external trade with other countries (70 per cent of the West Bank’s exports are sold in
Israel). The only alternatives to Israel’s ports are two land bridges to Jordan. Israel often closes one of them, and the other is
often choked by insufficient infrastructure. Israel levies murky forms of protection against Palestinian products, such as health
and safety standards that Palestinian producers cannot comply with. Israeli law requires a wide range of products, including
pharmaceuticals, to be certified before entering Israel; but Israeli security law also typically prohibits Israeli citizens from
performing inspections in the Palestinian territories. Palestinian products subject to these rules therefore cannot be sold to the
Israeli market, because they cannot be inspected by Israelis before entering Israel.
Israel has steadily blocked Palestine’s bids for membership of the World Trade Organisation, despite EU support and US nonobjection, so Palestine cannot bring complaints against Israel’s restrictions on its exports to the WTO dispute settlement
mechanism. At the same time as Israel is unconstrained by WTO rules in its dealings with Palestinian trade, the Palestinian
economy bears the brunt of the free trade policies – unrestricted imports – instituted by the Palestinian Authority in compliance
with the rules of the customs union with Israel and with the prescriptions of the World Bank and IMF.
No surprise, then, that the ratio of Palestine’s exports to GDP has steadily declined over the past two decades. One need not
believe in free international trade as a magic bullet for development to see that Israel’s restrictions on Palestine’s international
trade – even with Israel – are a major obstacle to Palestine’s economic development.
Around 70 per cent of the Palestinian Authority’s revenue comes from customs and other fees collected by the Israelis on the
PA’s behalf. The Israelis take a sizeable collection fee and pass on the balance (or not). If some Palestinians behave badly in
Israeli eyes – by striking back against the occupation or pressing for membership of international organisations – they may
withhold the revenue, starving the PA of funds and making it difficult to provide even minimal public services.
Universities on the West Bank can usually employ visiting academics from outside Palestine for only one month before a permit
is required; the permit may take years to arrive. It is widely said among the Palestinian elite that the quality of university
education is deteriorating. To get a quality university education young people must leave, but few have the resources to do so.
Everywhere I went, I encountered despair about the Palestinian Authority and its effectiveness, even allowing for the tight Israeli
constraints. Some 70 per cent of the PA’s revenues goes on salaries to public officials. Members of parliament, ministers and
the president pay themselves extremely generously compared to average income: their average salary is about 24 times the
Palestinian average, one of the highest ratios in the world (in Lebanon it’s 15:1, in Bolivia 10:1, Saudi Arabia 5:1, USA 5:1,
Norway 2:1).
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I visited a shoe factory in Hebron and a soap factory in Nablus. They are both supply rather than demand-constrained; they
could sell more, mainly for export, if they produced more (though the shoe factory would then have to import more materials,
with all the transaction costs that would incur). But the factories are a mess, in bad need of modernisation, not just of their
equipment (which would have to be imported) but in terms of layout, storage, cleanliness and lighting.
The engineers of Taiwan’s Industrial Development Bureau, which I studied in the 1980s, were required to spend several days a
month visiting factories, coaching owners and managers on improving production layout, investing in new equipment, exploring
links with foreign-invested firms in Taiwan, investigating export markets. I asked the shoe and soap factory owners if they had
received any visits or support from officials of the Palestinian Authority. They said not. Later I asked a senior official whether the
PA had any industrial development coaching or extension service. Yes, he said, we have PalTrade (a trade promotion agency). I
said that what I had in mind was quite different from trade promotion. Well, he said, we have a Labour Ministry which looks after
work conditions in factories. His response illustrates what happens when a state is barely able to support itself, at the mercy of
its neighbour’s (un)willingness to hand over its due revenue and to allow imports and exports. Under such conditions no state
can sustain a development strategy, and it is no wonder that many PA officials are focused above all on survival: both their own
survival in their well-paid positions, and the survival of the power structure they benefit from. Then the Washington-Brussels
Consensus – that market liberalisation is the route to development – can be used to sprinkle justification on passivity. The fact
that Chinese textile makers can profitably sell nylon keffiyehs in Palestine for only 10 shekel, undercutting Palestine-made
cotton scarves at 25 shekel, can be interpreted as a simple gain for consumer welfare; with the hope, inspired by the theory of
comparative advantage, that redundant textile workers will find employment in higher value-added activities elsewhere. But
unemployment is high and rising, especially among the young.
The restrictions that the Israeli state imposes on Palestinians in the West Bank (to say nothing of Gaza, which I did not visit) are
most visible in the Wall and security fence, which divides the whole length of the West Bank, including deep intrusions to annex
additional land for Israel. But the restrictions also cover the movement of people, the import and export of goods and services,
investments, and access to basic infrastructure (electricity, water, sanitation). They are so pervasive and systematic that it
almost seems as if the Israeli state has mapped the entire Palestinian economy in terms of input-output relations, right down to
the capillary level of the individual, the household, the small firm, the large firm, the school, the university, so as to find all
possible choke points, which Israeli officials can tighten or loosen at will.
Under these circumstances – which I’m happy to say I have never encountered elsewhere – political and economic
development is barely possible. In November 2013, the Israeli foreign minister, Avigdor Lieberman, said: ‘We can talk seriously
about a political settlement with the Palestinians when their per capita GDP reaches $10,000 – not a day before that’ (because
only then will Palestinians have enough at stake genuinely to want peace). This expresses organised hypocrisy on a
monumental scale. Until Palestine has substantial sovereignty, including control over borders and natural resources, the
conditions for a ‘political settlement’ will be postponed indefinitely, and the region will remain a generator of conflicts feeding
larger regional conflicts – indefinitely.
Still, even within narrow constraints, the Palestinian Authority or its successor could do more than at present to foster economic
development. For example, it could give higher priority to industry and agriculture, and less to ‘services’ (including the salaries of
public officials). It could create a public-private-NGO agency to perform the same functions as Taiwan’s Industrial Development
Bureau and its agricultural equivalent. The Occupied Territories now get more non-military aid per person than just about
anywhere else in the world, through multilateral, US and European channels. Aid donors could do more to steer the allocations
in more productive directions, and press the Palestinian Authority not to use aid money as an excuse for constructing a social
compact with Palestinian citizens. They could press international organisations like the WTO and the International Olive Council
to admit Palestine as a member. But in the end, firms, universities, pension funds and NGOs must mount sustained pressure on
the US and Israeli governments to change their joint operating premise, ‘a sovereign Palestinian state eventually, but not now’.
Source: Robert Wade, London Review of Books, 24 October 2014
Robert Wade is professor of political economy at the LSE, and winner of the 2008 Leontief Prize in Economics.
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Will there be a third intifada?
West Bankers feel trapped between Israeli occupation and the Palestinian Authority’s capitulation to the status quo in its
unsuccessful quest for peace. And while some profit outrageously, most Palestinians are poor, and some are banking on a third
intifada. As we arrived in Nablus, towards the north of the West Bank, there was a smell of burning car tyres. Billowing clouds of
acrid black smoke and stones in the road forced the driver of our shared taxi to slow down. Several dozen Palestinians, mostly
shebab (young boys), had gathered to protest about the death of Alaa Awad, two days earlier. Awad, 30, a shopkeeper with two
children, had been shot by Israeli soldiers as he walked past the military checkpoint at Zaatara — one of a series of checkpoints
built by Israel on the approaches to Nablus to “protect” the Israeli settlements that surround the town — on his way to collect a
delivery of mobile phones (1). “They say he shot at them and they shot back, but it’s a lie. They say whatever suits them. It’s
always the same,” said our driver. My fellow passengers nodded in agreement.

Israeli soldiers watched the demonstration from the safety of their heavily armoured jeeps, parked a few hundred metres up the
road, well away from any stones that might be thrown. Eventually, they fired tear gas grenades to disperse the crowd. Some of
the young protestors came from Balata refugee camp, where we met Fayez Arafat. Arafat, 50 and a father of nine, is a camp
official and runs the Yafa Cultural Centre, which, he says, “provides social, educational and psychological support to young
people in the camp, and tries to raise their awareness of the issue of Palestinian refugees’ right of return.” Built in 1950 to house
villagers expelled by Israel from the Jaffa area, near Tel Aviv, Balata is in Zone A, one of the three administrative areas into
which the Oslo accords divide the sector of the West Bank nominally governed by the Palestinian Authority (PA), but where the
Israeli army does as it pleases, in spite of the accords. The camp is a microcosm of the problems facing Palestinian refugees.
Almost every household suffers from poverty (55%), lack of hygiene and unemployment (53%, of whom 65% are young people
with degrees). Nearly 28,000 people — of whom 60% are under 25 — are crammed into a square kilometre, the highest
population density of any area in the West Bank. They live a half-life in cramped concrete houses, lining dusty alleys so narrow
— sometimes only tens of centimetres wide — that there is almost no daylight.
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Balata has been known for its active fight against the occupation ever since 1976 — the Israelis call it a terrorist stronghold —
and has paid a heavy price in the last few years. “Around 400 dead since the start of the second intifada [from September 2000]
and thousands of wounded. Nearly 300 of our residents, most between 18 and 40, are in jail in Israel,” said Arafat, who has
himself been imprisoned in Israel several times. The Israelis keep a close watch on Balata and regularly raid it to “arrest people
who have taken part in demonstrations or are wanted for being political activists, or even just to ‘ensure the security’ of the area,
because it is close to Joseph’s Tomb,” a site venerated by both Israelis and Palestinians. The Israeli army moved out in 2000,
after occupying the site for nearly two decades, but Israeli settlers visit each week, under heavy escort, provoking the local
residents. Two days before my visit, the settlers had once again occupied the site, leading to clashes, just an hour before Alaa
Awad was killed.

Local Palestinians, harassed by the Israeli army and the settlers, are now at the end of their tether, according to Arafat. “We can
count only on ourselves... When the Israelis suddenly appear, to search our houses or capture political activists, we try to
intervene but we’re powerless. There are still weapons here, but people don’t use them. The Palestinian police should be
protecting us from the settlers — there are many of them in the Nablus area, and they are some of the most aggressive — but
they do nothing. They even withdraw when the Israeli army deploys in areas that should be under their jurisdiction, like this one.”
Under the 1993 Oslo accord (Oslo I) the Palestinian police cannot use force against settlers if they attack Palestinians, and
must refer the matter to the Israeli authorities. They must also cooperate with the Israelis in identifying and arresting Palestinian
militants who could present a threat to Israel — basically members of the Islamist movements Hamas and Islamic Jihad, the
leftwing Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), and dissident members of PA president Mahmoud Abbas’s Fatah.
“We are under constant pressure, not only from the army and settlers, but also from the Palestinian security forces. So it’s easy
to understand why people are angry,” said Arafat. “We’re like a volcano that’s ready to erupt. The leaders of
the sulta [Palestinian Authority], which has lost all credibility in our eyes, could find themselves on the receiving end of that
anger, too.”

‘How can we trust the police?’
The problems are the same at the Aida refugee camp in Bethlehem, a 700-square metre enclave up against Israel’s Separation
Wall, which runs around a large part of the city and reaches eight metres high in some places. The camp has around
6,000 residents, more than half of them under 25. “A hundred and fifty of our young people — including a boy of 13 — are
currently in Israeli jails, and that’s not counting prisoners who have been rotting there for decades. A number of political cadres
and resistance fighters were also arrested during the second intifada [2000-05],” said Nidal al-Azraq, activities coordinator at the
Aida refugee centre and brother of an activist freed by Israel in 2013 after 23 years in jail. The Israeli army, one of whose
watchtowers overlooking the camp was burned down by the shebab last year, “carries out operations almost every night.” A few
months ago, in contravention of the Oslo accords, “the occupation authorities decided to move Aida into Zone C [the camp was
initially in Zone A], bringing it under their exclusive control, then declared it a ‘closed military zone’,” said Salah Ajarma, the
centre’s director. The Palestinian police are no longer allowed to enter the camp or patrol the surrounding area. Even if they
were, they would immediately face opposition from the refugees. Relations have deteriorated as a result of the arrest of
opposition politicians over the last few years — “sometimes under the direct orders of the Israelis,” said Ajarma, who was
only 14 when he was first imprisoned. “How can we trust them when they depend on the occupiers’ goodwill, and are actually a
threat to us?” In early 2013, residents destroyed a police station in the camp and drove out the officers. “In the end, the only
difference between them and Israeli soldiers is the [Palestinian] flag they serve under.”

You hear the same criticisms among large sections of Palestinian society and the major political parties, including Fatah. Many
have denounced the one-way nature of security cooperation between the Palestinian police and the Israeli army, and want it to
end; and it triggers frequent protests in the West Bank. However, as far the Palestinian Authority is concerned, suspending
cooperation is not on the agenda, as PA president Abbas told a gathering of Israeli peace activists, journalists and businessmen
in Ramallah on 28 May — to the embarrassment of some Fatah cadres. Abbas said: “Security coordination is sacred and will
continue whether we agree or disagree [with the Israelis] on policy” (2). This bilateral cooperation written into Oslo I was
implemented after the follow-up Cairo agreement of 1994, which stated that the Palestinian police must “take all measures
necessary in order to prevent acts of terrorism, crime and hostilities” against Israel and Israeli settlements, cooperating with the
Israeli army, especially through the exchange of information and joint operations. This policy, which was suspended during the
second intifada, then reactivated by Abbas when he became PA president in January 2005, gained fresh momentum from the
security services reforms begun by former prime minister Salem Fayyad (2007-13) (3).
The bloated security apparatus includes around 30,000 police and gendarmerie officers — roughly one for every 80 residents,
among the highest ratios in the world. It was extensively reorganised under the supervision of the US, which formed special
units and equipped them with modern vehicles, cutting-edge equipment and sophisticated weaponry. The security services,
partly financed by the US and the EU (4), absorb over 30% of the PA’s annual budget ($4.1bn in 2014) — more than it spends
on education, healthcare and agriculture combined (5). “They are the linchpin of the Palestinian Authority,” said Palestinian
sociologist Sbeih Sbeih. “The Oslo accords turned the PA into a subcontractor for the Israeli occupation.” But wasn’t that one of
the aims of the accords in the first place? In 1993, Israeli prime minister Yitzhak Rabin explained that the transfer of
responsibility for some security work to the Palestinians would — most importantly — “dispense the Israeli army from having to
do the work itself” (6).
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‘Security is a pillar of the state’
Said Abu Ali, Palestinian interior minister and in charge of security cooperation from 2009 until June this year, has a completely
different vision. He received us, surrounded by advisors, in his spacious office at the ministry in Ramallah, whose quiet pomp is
a million miles away from the refugee camps. “The coordination policy has benefited both sides,” he said. “The efforts we have
made to restore order over the past few years have enabled us to maintain a degree of stability in the West Bank, and stem
terrorism and extremism. Some condemn the fact that our security services cooperate with Israel or accuse us of collaboration,
but it’s something quite different. Our goal is to build a state, and security is a pillar of that state.” But this “stability” and
“security” is relative: in 2013 more than 4,600 Palestinian civilians were arrested in the West Bank and 30 or more killed by the
Israeli army, in the course of 4,000 operations. At the same time, acts of violence by settlers rose by 8% (from 368 incidents in
2012 to 399) and left a hundred Palestinians wounded, mainly smallholder farmers (7). The Palestinian police in the West Bank
are regularly accused of abusing their powers and are holding hundreds of opposition politicians in arbitrary detention. And
Israel conducts hundreds of operations every year in coordination with the Palestinian security forces (8). “The real purpose of
this security policy, which our leaders justify in the name of the state to be built, is to satisfy the ‘international community’, on
which the Authority is financially dependent, and to avoid the risk of a flare-up of violence in the territories,” said Abaher alSakka, professor of sociology at Birzeit University in Ramallah. “But its effect has been to breed resentment among a growing
number of Palestinians, who no longer hesitate to question the legitimacy of the regime.”

The population of the West Bank is also angered by social conditions. There were widespread demonstrations in 2011 and
2012, particularly against the government’s economic policy. The neoliberal reforms introduced by Fayyad from 2007 — backed
by the IMF, the World Bank, the donor countries and Israel — placed entire sections of the West Bank economy under private
sector control. To promote growth and attract investors, the former prime minister launched a “shock therapy” programme,
cutting 40,000 civil service jobs (there are now an estimated 150,000), reducing social spending, compressing salaries,
restructuring social welfare, reforming the banking sector and privatising education and public utilities. These measures
worsened inequalities and led to widespread job losses and a huge rise in the cost of living. The rapid economic growth of the
late 2000s (7% in 2008 compared with 1.5% in 2013) — linked solely to foreign aid, which funds half the PA’s budget — was just
an illusion. The “Palestinian Tiger’s” economic boom, hailed by western experts, led in 2010 to an unprecedented financial crisis
as soon as the aid money stopped coming in. Unemployment is among the world’s highest (20-30% in the West Bank and over
40% in Gaza), and poverty affects nearly a quarter of the population (20% of West Bank Palestinians live on less than $2 a day),
though the richest saw their incomes rise by 10% between 2007 and 2010 (9). “The bulk of the economy is in the hands of
powerful families and nouveau riches, most of whom have links with the government and are able to take advantage of its
networks,” said Al-Sakka. “They lead enterprises that control the telephony, building, energy and food sectors, among others.
Some invest on the Israeli stockmarket and in the industrial settlements. In exchange, they are given privileges, such as priority
at checkpoints, in the same way as Authority officials.” In Ramallah in particular, these “VIPs” live in the smart areas of town
where you see them driving their big shiny cars, far removed from the world of the refugees.

But above all, the economic development of the West Bank is hampered by the occupation, the Separation Wall and the
network of checkpoints across the territory. Under the Paris protocol (1994), the economic and financial element of the Oslo
accords, the Israelis control the business activities of Palestinians — who get 70% of their imports from and send 85% of their
exports to Israel. The Israeli authorities also collect the customs duties payable to the PA. They can confiscate these, as they
see fit, by way of blackmail or reprisals. “We are subjected to a double occupation: military and economic,” said Sbeih Sbeih.
“The security policy and economic oppression are two aspects of the same system, which has been in operation since Oslo.”

‘The elite don’t represent us’
Naba Alassi, 30, lives in Deheisha refugee camp in Bethlehem. A friend, shot by Israeli soldiers during a demonstration, died in
his arms. He says he is angry at “the Authority and its protégés. The elite and the capitalists in Ramallah, in their big Mercedes
and their 4×4s, don’t represent us. They call us ‘terrorists’ and ‘extremists’ when all we are doing is resisting the occupation. We
should dismantle the Authority, which is only good for conducting pointless negotiations, which in the end are the only reason for
its existence — its business.” Over the last 20 years, summits, conferences, round tables and diplomatic tours have produced a
series of declarations of principles, international resolutions and solemn promises, but none of these have borne fruit. “What’s
the point of pursuing a dialogue with your enemies and being photographed shaking their hands for the benefit of the
‘international community’, when they maintain their grip on our territory? Who do these unsuccessful negotiations benefit, if it’s
not the Israelis?” asked Ajarma. “All they ever do is throw us a few crumbs, and they expect us to be satisfied and say thank
you. The issue of an independent state wasn’t even on the agenda for the latest talks — as if the occupation was something
quite natural,” said Abdelfattah Abusrour, director of the Al-Rowwad cultural centre in Aida.

The latest talks between Israel and the PA (July 2013-April 2014), mediated by US secretary of state John Kerry, were no
exception to the rule (10). Weren’t they destined to fail from the start, since Israel had refused to freeze settlement in the
occupied territories and Washington had given up trying to put pressure on Tel Aviv? “The US has not managed to get any
agreement since Oslo was implemented, and as for the Israelis, we can’t hope for anything from a government that is entirely on
the side of the settlers,” said Nabil Shaath, a senior Fatah official and former chief negotiator who was one of the architects of
the Oslo accords. “Even before the talks restarted, I expressed my scepticism to Mahmoud Abbas and asked him why he had
agreed to return to the negotiating table under such conditions. He told me: ‘I have no choice’.” Hassan Youssef, a top Hamas
leader in the West Bank, whom we met in Ramallah a few days before his arrest by the Israelis on 16 June, said: “For our part,
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we were totally against restarting the talks. Israel is using them to manipulate us and create fait accomplis on the ground.”
Continued settlement and military occupation, the failure of the negotiations and the discrediting of the PA are all feeding
speculation that there will be a third intifada. Yet Al-Sakka thinks this is “unlikely in the short term,” for three reasons: the
Palestinian security forces, while allowing a few limited demonstrations, do everything to prevent a general uprising; internal
divisions persist despite the formation in June of a government of national unity following the “reconciliation” between Fatah and
Hamas; and there is no political vision or strategy capable of mobilising Palestinian society. “Our only hope, for the moment,”
said Al-Sakka, “lies in the global Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions campaign against Israel, and the possibility of appealing to
international courts to have its military and political leaders brought to trial. But all that’s needed is a spark, a catalysing event,
and there will be a new intifada.”

In the longer term, “we’re destined for another intifada,” said Ayman Abu Zulof, a former PFLP militant who was imprisoned six
times between 1989 and 1993 and now works as a guide and interpreter. His house in Beit Sahour, a small Christian town near
Bethlehem, faces the Israeli settlement of Har Homa. This concrete fortress, built on Beit Sahour land, stands on a hill that was
covered by woods where Abu Zulof used to play as a boy. The Israelis cut them down in 1997, after annexing the site.
Bethlehem is surrounded by some 20 settlements, which are growing rapidly. “They are building, but so are we, and we will
continue to build,” said Abu Zulof, looking across a valley dotted with olive trees. “We will stay here, on this land where we were
born, and where our ancestors were born. We will cling to it, no matter what. It’s our way of fighting on a day-to-day basis.”
Source: Olivier Pironet, Le Monde diplomatiqe, October 2014
(1) There are 500 Israeli checkpoints and 300 colonies in the West Bank.
(2) Elhanan Miller, “Abbas vows to uphold ‘sacred’ security coordination with Israel”, The Times of Israel, 28 May 2014.
(3) See “Squaring the Circle: Palestinian Security Reform Under Occupation” (PDF), International Crisis Group, September
2010.
(4) In 2013 the US and EU respectively allocated $427m and $633m in assistance to Palestinian security forces and economic
support to the PA. See Human Rights Watch, “World Report 2014”.
(5) See Tariq Dana, “The Beginning of the End of Palestinian Security Coordination with Israel?”, Jadaliyya, 4 July 2014.
(6) Yediot Aharonot, 7 September 1993.
(7) “Fragmented lives” (PDF), United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), March 2014.
(8) See Tariq Dana, op cit.
(9) Adam Hanieh, “The Oslo Illusion”, Jacobin Magazine, no 10, New York, April 2013.
(10) See Alain Gresh, “What’s mine is mine; what’s yours is negotiable”, Le Monde diplomatique, English edition, June 2014.

28.10.2014

SAHHAR: Statehood for Palestine?

Editor's Note: Every now and then, one comes across a piece of writing that stands out from the many trying to untangle a
subject matter that six decades on and counting is no closer to a resolution. It is not just the same old phrases that echo so
emptily, the ideas too are worn out, even obsolete. How refreshing it is to read a different perspective put so simply as in the
article below. That alone should urge us to calibrate our own thinking and reflect deeply on Israel-Palestinian relations. Simply,
justice must be more than words on paper to satisfy abstract legal principles, it must be truly restorative to the victims and
involved communities because it is the only road to peace left. For the Palestinians, as much as any other people, peace
without justice is no peace at all. – SK
The trouble with the politics of difficult causes is the labour is longer, the goals are less clear, and the rewards are so often
intangible. It is for this reason I think that when people hear of ceasefires in the Israel-Palestinian conflict, or when well-wishers
for Palestine read that momentum is building to recognise a Palestinian state, their response is one of delight. And this makes
some sense: these moments emerge with clarity, they define goals clearly and in measurable ways. They offer us moments that
we can describe as ‘historic victories’, and causes, even the difficult ones, need to offer their supporters something to celebrate.
People need rewards. Over the last month, news that first Sweden and now the British Parliament are prepared to throw their
weight behind the principle of recognizing a Palestinian state has been received as something momentous. But once we have
celebrated what recognition of a Palestinian state signifies symbolically, that is, a magnification of Palestinian struggle in the
international imaginary, we should be careful to consider substantively and not just symbolically, what such recognition actually
means. Beyond the victory of awareness, recognition of a Palestinian state seems to me an unfortunate continuation of the
dead-end thinking that poses the inevitability of a two state solution. It is a recognition that acts as a white wash, circumventing
the fundamental issues of Palestinian rights and grievances, which can never be accommodated within this framework of two
states. To bring into focus the reasons why I think we should be wary of state recognition let me pose some additional questions.
What difference does this recognition make? What does recognition of a Palestinian state actually avail the Palestinians of? And
why now?
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The idea of two states has been in circulation since before Israel’s Declaration of Independence in 1948. For example one year
earlier the United Nations had posited a solution in the form of two states with the 1947 partition plan. Delving even further back
in time is the British-authored Balfour Declaration of 1917, which guaranteed a Jewish National Home in Historic Palestine.
There was no indication that this guarantee should have been construed as an entitlement to state, but the time for semantic
arguments has long since passed; in practical terms, the Balfour Declaration was indeed interpreted as enshrining that right.
The Palestinians consistently (and in hindsight you might argue to their detriment) rejected this superpower politicking of the
early 20th century. If you consider, however, that the ‘47 Partition Plan, which purported to award in excess of 50% of historic
Palestine to the Jewish inhabitants who then constituted less than one third of the total population and owned, by their own
figures, not more than 6.6% of the entire land, perhaps you can see the Palestinians’ point. And right from this moment, or 1917,
or wherever you choose to start the story, what is really striking is that all of the discussions around two states and settlements
and concessions and solutions are framed around Jewish needs. Palestinian rights, aspirations, and entitlements were made to
vanish in plain sight. This is the most extraordinary thing about how solutions for the Israel-Palestinian conflict have been
framed from its inception until the present day. It is precisely the argument used for example by mainstream American Zionists
such as Peter Beinart, who argues that giving the Palestinians sovereignty in the West Bank of the Occupied Palestinian
Territories is the best guarantee of Israeli security. It is this thinking that informs a significant portion of the Oslo Accords, which
devote an extravagant amount of space to the question of Israeli security rather than issues that must surely pertain to ensuring
the success, or ‘viability’ as it is so often termed, of a nascent Palestinian state. How people could not find this argumentation
wanting, especially when the discussion is supposedly about Palestinian rights, is a matter which should surely give us pause
for thought.
In November 2012, the United Nations General Assembly put a bid for recognition of Palestinian statehood to the vote. The only
material right which attached to that recognition as far as I can see, was that it would entitle the Palestinians to membership of
the International Criminal Court (ICC). This would afford them legal recourse against Israel in future military operations such as
Operation Cast Lead or Operation Pillar of Cloud, an operation that had been concluded in Gaza not eight days earlier. At the
time, and even though the US and Israel were not going to support that bid, both states nevertheless tried to insist that the
Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, agree to waive the right to become a signatory to the ICC. At the very least, this says a
great deal about how current Palestinian leadership is an entity easily intimidated. At the very least it speaks to the great
disparity in negotiating parties, which is increasingly acknowledged, although in practical terms a fact difficult to adequately
redress. So is there any difference in the current recognitions? I was somewhat astonished to find that other Palestinian friends
were more buoyant about the news than I. Explaining why he welcomed the move, one friend suggested that in the case of
Britain (a non-binding motion), it drew attention to Israeli racism, and could act as an important conceptual signal in isolating
that. He also felt that in the case of Sweden, we would increasingly see an effect in how states relate to Israel’s clear breaches
of international law within the Occupied Palestinian Territories. Palestinians know, if nothing else, that ours is a long road to
justice, and so perhaps these are shifts in which we should take heart.
But it was the comments of an Israeli friend who declared ‘it feels like a lot of rhetoric’, that I found I could relate to most. Over
the last few years commentators and negotiators have increasingly declared that a two-state solution is dead. So in this respect,
it seems like a peculiar moment to try and revive that model through recognition of Palestinian statehood. She expressed
concern about the lack of cohesion to a Palestinian state – a Palestine without access to water resources; carved up by Israel’s
separation wall – which recognition such as this simply can’t address. She also noted that recognition could have the effect of
absolving Israel of its responsibility to the non-Jewish citizens of Israel (predominately Palestinians) whose citizenship is widely
documented to be of a second-class kind. But most of all, she felt that recognition was complicit in a politics of deflection, one
that replaces substantive issues with trivialities, the proverbial band aid to remedy a shark bite. Is this the best you can do? She
asked. She argued this initiative seemed to be a disengagement from the Boycott Divestment and Sanction movement which
has applied real pressure on Israel to date in a way that state recognition cannot. Finally, she made the connection, which is one
I think we should all be making, between Operation Protective Edge and this initiative – as if recognition was a rhetorical reward
to Palestinians still reeling in the aftermath of such horror – deeming it a truly inadequate response.
Despite the very real concerns raised by this analysis, there is at least one very useful aspect that has emerged from noises
about state recognition of Palestine: it seems to make Israel very uncomfortable. Because while the international community is
increasingly lending its support to Palestinian statehood, Israel is becoming increasingly isolated where it concerns the
Palestinians. A recent poll in Israel illustrates how significantly Israel’s internal politics are currently estranged from international
opinion. Despite Israel’s standard criticism, it had no negotiating partner in the Palestinians at Camp David or the subsequent
Taba; in fact the poll’s finding was that the idea of a Palestinian state (even on terms which I think should be unacceptable to
Palestinians) is rejected by three quarters of Jewish-Israeli respondents. At a practical level, and this is a subtle effect, not prone
to easy celebration or clear reward, what you have is a shift in narrative dominance. Previously, Western media and politics
typically represented Israel’s narrative without considering the Palestinian one – but this is starting to change. The old
arguments aren’t working so well for Israel any more; people are increasingly attuned to the Palestinian story. More than
anything, and despite its qualitative nature, I think a shift in how narratives are told, who has a voice and who we are prepared
to believe, is cause for celebration indeed.
Precisely because Palestine has people’s attention right now, however misguided the initiatives that have caught it, it is an
important moment to ask ourselves about visions for the future. I have heard a thinker I greatly admire ask many an
audience:why is it we need to think about solutions in terms of states? In the case of the Israel-Palestinian conflict, he argues,
states just haven’t worked. This second statement seems to me, in the wake of Operation Protective Edge, to be an obvious sort
of truth. And at one level, I find his brand of radical thinking exciting. But at a practical level, asking people to reject the notion of
states when they think about solutions to the Israel-Palestinian conflict loses most of us. We go away wondering what does
‘post-state’ thinking really mean? It is hard not to think within the paradigm of states, even for those of us who eschew the
circumscribed narratives of solution espoused by so-called political realists. But even so, it raises the question of how should we
be thinking, and what kind of thinking is useful when we dare to think about the future of Israel-Palestinian relations.
Whatever the answer, until any one of us can honestly say that we would willingly exchange places with any Palestinian, then
the just solution has not yet been found.
Source: Micaela Sahhar, Spook - independent culture magazine, 23 October 2014
Micaela Sahhar is an Australian-Palestinian writer and PhD candidate at the University of Melbourne.
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Palestine Support in UK
Friends of Al Aqsa
16.10.2014
Video footage emerge of attacks within the Mosque building
Action Alert - Masjid al-Aqsa NEEDS YOU
Tensions around al-Aqsa have mounted to raging point and on Tuesday; Israeli armed police forcefully dispersed 500 protestors
outside the Lions Gate.
Video footage has emerged from within the grey domed al-Aqsa building, showing a full-scale attack by the Israeli military, with
unarmed Palestinians trying to escape. Palestinians were then blockaded inside the building.
"The level of violence being witnessed within the al-Aqsa now is unprecedented. Palestinians are fighting to defend their holy
sites from relentless Israeli aggression and the world is turning a blind eye. Unless there is some intervention from the global
community, it is only a matter of time before more Palestinians are killed by Israel," said Ismail Patel, Chair of FOA.
What will you do?
FOA is launching #HandsOffAlAqsa campaign, and asks you to join! We are planning a number of actions in the coming
weeks.
First call of action: Contact your local imam as a matter of urgency and ask them to focus on Al-Aqsa during the jummah
khutba. Here is a sample Khutba for you to pass on to your imam.

21.10.2014

Israeli Parliament to discuss dividing Masjid Al-Aqsa

The Israeli Knesset (Israel’s parliament) is to restart a highly contentious discussion on dividing the Al-Aqsa Mosque—Islam’s
holiest site in Jerusalem—between Muslims and illegal Israeli settlers in November. The discussions follow Jewish demands to
pray and perform Talmudic rituals at the Al-Aqsa Mosque which, though under Israeli occupation, is administered by an Islamic
Waqf under the Jordanian government. In February, the Knesset held an inflammatory debate in which right wing Israeli
politicians pushed forward the idea that Israel should have sovereignty over the site. “These debates reveal Israeli intentions to
divide al-Aqsa, despite Israeli claims that the site is not under threat. They are indicative of the stealth policies against
Palestinians to eradicate their historic, national and religious heritage from the Occupied Territories,” said Shamiul Joarder,
Head of Pubic Affairs at FOA.

The Al-Aqsa Mosque has been the scene of appalling violence in recent weeks, and Palestinian worshippers have faced
increasing attacks and limits on their freedom to enter into the area and pray within the precincts of al-Aqsa. “The danger to
Masjid Al-Aqsa is real and present. Right-wing extremist Jewish settlers have continually been storming the compound under
the protection of the Israeli army and police during Jewish holidays—especially in the last few weeks. Talks of destroying the
mosque are becoming more and more vociferous in Israeli society,” said Joarder.

Right-wing Israelis want to see the mosque divided between Muslims and Jews, which would be a massive infringement of
Palestinian sovereignty over the historic site. Such proposals are not new. Following the Ibrahimi Mosque massacre in February
1994, when an Israeli-American settler opened fire at a mosque in Hebron killing scores of Palestinians in prayer, Israel took
complete control of the mosque and restricted Palestinian access to it. The mosque was subsequently divided into Jewish and
Muslim sections, and now, Palestinian access is extremely limited. Last Friday, Israeli police deployed 1,000 troops and erected
roadblocks in Jerusalem’s Old City ahead of the weekly Friday prayers. Male worshippers under 50 were banned from
performing prayers in the mosque while Jewish settlers were allowed free access into the holy site. Scores of Palestinians were
injured in subsequent clashes with Israeli forces.
Friends of Al-Aqsa

Medical Aid for Palestinians
10 October 2014

MPs’ historic chance to help Middle East peace'

Medical Aid for Palestinians (MAP)'s former Chairman and former HM Consul-General to Jerusalem, Robin Kealy, has added
his name to the call for the UK to recognise Palestine in a letter to the Independent: On 13 October the House of Commons will
debate a motion stating: “This House believes that the Government should recognise the state of Palestine alongside the State
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of Israel.” This is a rare opportunity for MPs to assist the Government to take a historic decision by conveying the feeling of the
country on a non-party issue which is both open and important. We hope that they will seize it. The debate will take place when
the prospects for the peace process are bleak, in the aftermath of some of the worst violence in years in Gaza, and after Prime
Minister Netanyahu told President Obama on 1 October that Israel was to build 2,600 new housing units, all of them illegal,
between southern Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Significantly, however, the next day the new Swedish government announced that
it intended soon to recognise a Palestinian state.

The British government’s position, stated by William Hague on 9 November 2011, is that “We reserve the right to recognise a
Palestinian state bilaterally at a moment of our choosing and when it can best help bring about peace.” Our government
recognised the state of Israel (without agreed borders or capital) in 1950. Today there is a common EU policy on the framework
for final status agreement, including borders based on the 1967 line, subject to any negotiated modifications, Jerusalem as a
shared capital, and a just solution for the Palestinian refugees. Given our own historical role, UK bilateral recognition would
symbolically reaffirm and strengthen this position. Practically it would not sidestep negotiations but help them forward.
Specifically it would give the parties rather less unequal status; it would give a very public political warning to the Israeli
government and public to dissuade them from taking yet more unilateral steps which could soon leave nothing to negotiate; and
it would strengthen the hand of those in the US administration who would like the US to show “tougher” love to Israel and play a
more even-handed role, but who are frustrated by the powerful Israeli lobby. It would also, as the Swedish foreign minister said,
give Palestinians more hope in the path of negotiation. Our historical role, national values and self-interest all point to early
recognition – a significant decision which would encourage many of our European partners to join the 134 other countries that
have already recognised a Palestinian state. We hope that Monday’s vote will bring that decision nearer.
Robin Kealy
HM Consul-General, Jerusalem, 1997-2001
Sir Richard Dalton
HM Consul-General, Jerusalem 1993-1997
Oliver Miles
British Ambassador to Greece, 1993-96

Basil Eastwood
British Ambassador to Syria, 1996-2000
Sir Harold Walker
British Ambassador to Iraq, 1990-1991

10 October 2014

A war within a war: The battles fought by Gaza's medics

The huge task of rebuilding parts of Gaza after the recent war with Israel will be the focus of an international conference in Cairo
this weekend. The 50-day conflict caused massive damage and thousands of casualties, overwhelming Gaza's hospitals.
Neither Dr Naveen Cavale or Dr Simon Calvert had ever seen anything like it. The amateur video showed scenes of chaos tens of doctors jostling from wounded to wounded; journalists with bulky TV cameras swarming around beds where dark red
patches bloomed through patients' dressings. Some casualties lay on plastic sheets on the floor, IV drips dangling above their
heads. "No hospital on earth is designed to cope with such a large and sudden influx of trauma like that. But if they had the
procedures and protocol we have in London, they may be able to cope in such an emergency," Dr Simon said. The seasoned
surgeons were shocked by the footage of the emergency room of the Shifa Hospital - Gaza's busiest - on 31 July, when more
than 200 injured Palestinians were brought through its doors. They were part of a team of British doctors from London's King's
College Hospital who travelled to Gaza to set up a programme for advanced limb reconstruction for victims of war injuries.
But neither Dr Naveen nor Dr Simon had ever been to the Middle East before, let alone a conflict zone.

The previous week, worlds away in the brightly lit and warm yellow of one of King's operating theatres during a routine
procedure, a Nelly Furtado song playing on a radio in the background, plastic reconstruction surgeon Dr Naveen considered the
trip ahead. "I'm terrified of leaving behind my wife and two small children. But I want to do something like this. Someone with
the skills that I've been trained with, working in a state-of-the-art facility like King's, ought to be able to transfer these to a place
that needs it like Gaza." Dr Simon, who leads King's trauma unit, said that despite his nervousness about going to Gaza, he felt
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a duty to his colleagues in the hospitals in the Strip. "Medicine is a global community, and it's a responsibility of ours to help our
colleagues in need of assistance," he said simply.

The most common injuries sustained in the conflict were trauma injuries resulting from shellfire or building collapses, and burns
caused by the heat of blasts
Terrible injuries
The surgeons belong to the charity Ideals, and were sent to Gaza by Medical Aid for Palestinians to visit the main hospitals
there to carry out assessments and to perform post-traumatic, reconstructive surgeries. The Shifa Hospital in Gaza City is the
largest, and yet it has only 583 beds.

Shifa hospital, Gaza
28% essential medicines have run out


54% shortfall in medical basics such as gauze and breathing tubes
1,537 staff including 337 doctors and 495 nurses and midwives
583 total beds



11 intensive care beds
Medical Aid for Palestinians

The human cost of the summer conflict with Israel was brutal: 2,104 Palestinians were killed and more than 10,000 people were
injured in the small territory, and the chronically under-resourced Shifa was stretched to the brink in its response. On the Israeli
side, 67 soldiers and seven civilians were killed, with scores more wounded. More than a month after the ceasefire, hundreds
of Palestinians injured in the conflict are still struggling for their lives. One of the most serious cases was that of Abdullah Abu
Harbeed, a 24-year-old man, newly married to a young woman called Iman. Abdullah was injured in an air strike; most of the
bones in his left arm were shattered after building debris fell on him. As he was getting up he fell on unexploded shell fragments.
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Abdulla
h's leg had to be amputated after he lost half his pelvis and a large amount of his femur in an explosion

The second blast ripped out half his pelvis, removing a third of his femur - the biggest, thickest bone in the body - and half his
hip bone. A huge semicircle of flesh was carved out from his side, and nothing held his left leg to the rest of his body apart from
mere inches of flesh. That happened four weeks before the arrival of the British doctors. Confronted with such a complex case,
their Palestinian colleagues were stuck.

Abdullah and his family were desperate not to have his leg amputated, and the surgeons at Shifa were unsure how to proceed
in the face of stiff opposition from the patient. By the time Dr Graeme Groom, the lead orthopaedic surgeon, and the rest of the
British team arrived to meet and inspect Abdullah, flies were buzzing around the stained and dishevelled dressing. His femoral
artery, one of the largest arteries in the body, was visible, pulsing beneath barely a centimetre of tissue. "If it were to break,
there would be spurts of blood on the ceiling, and he would be dead in minutes," Dr Graeme said quietly. In the operating
theatre the doctors began cleaning up his wound, and discussing what they could possibly do to help him. The theatre was thick
with the smell of rotting flesh. "The trouble with a wound that big," Dr Naveen said, "is that it's basically like having a baby.
"So much blood and energy is diverted to the wound, feeding it, trying to heal it, that eventually your system wears out, your
organs begin to fail and you will die. It's a miracle he's lasted this long." In the end, there was nothing for it but to remove
Abdullah's leg entirely from the top. Because there won't be any stump on which to attach a prosthesis, he will have to spend
the rest of his life in a wheelchair.

Day-after-day
The nature of working in emergency services in Gaza is unlike many other places. As is often the case when war erupts - or reerupts between Israel and militants in Gaza - hospitals are stretched far beyond their operational capacities in every aspect:
working hours, available beds, doctors and surgeons, medical supplies and hours of sleep. Although there are 27 hospitals
currently in service in Gaza, the majority of these are small, with limited capacity. Only three hospitals are able to manage major
trauma - Shifa, and the Nasser and European Gaza Hospitals in Khan Younis.
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Ahmad, 13, suffered a fractured foot in an air strike, but only required a relatively simple operation

During periods of bombardment this summer, Palestinian doctors worked for days on end. The threat of air strikes prevented
many from going home. Dr Raed Nawas, a plastic and trauma surgeon spoke of the never-ending torrent of injured people
arriving at Shifa, and the days and nights he worked without pause. He was not able to return home to see his family for more
than 30 days. Doctors at Shifa spoke of some of the worst days, where patients had to be operated on whilst lying on plastic
sheets on the floor, with surgeons crouching around them to the sound of falling shells in the background.

Only three hospitals have the capacity to handle major trauma; one in Gaza City and two in Khan Younis
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Medical
supplies are often running low at Shifa hospital and often generators are the only power source

The British team found that while the standard of medical practice by doctors in Gaza was very high, most surgeons were
general practitioners, and the Strip lacked the focus on specialisms intrinsic to medicine in the West. Unlike the surgeons of
King's, surgeons in Gaza begin work far earlier after finishing higher education. Expense, lack of funding and imminent need for
practising doctors means the surgeons of Gaza miss out on years of dedicated focus on training and research.

Khalil, 27, will need to have his foot amputated after losing his heel bone in an explosion

The nature of injuries that most often occur in Gaza during conflict with Israel are very traumatic wounds typical of wars, from
lacerations resulting from shellfire to traumatic injuries caused by building collapses. The injuries also cut across a whole range
of age groups, from children to the elderly. More than half of Gaza's population is under the age of 18, according to the World
Health Organisation (WHO), and yet there is not an adequate number of doctors specialising in paediatrics. However, as talks
between Israelis and Palestinians to shore up the truce agreed in August continue in Cairo, there is a chance for medics to
focus on the long-term needs of their patients in the absence of war. The fighting may have stopped for now, but for some
injured Palestinians the battle for their lives continues.
Source: Julia Macfarlane, BBC News, Gaza City
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20.10.2014

Gaza Still Needs Rebuilding' MAP CEO talks to Huffington Post

Every week, Huffington Post’s ‘The WorldPost’ asks an expert to shed light on a topic driving headlines around the world. In
October, they talked to Medical Aid for Palestinians’ CEO, Tony Laurance, about efforts to rebuild the Gaza Strip after the latest
conflict with Israel.

For 51 days this summer, Israeli troops and Palestinian militants in Gaza fought a devastating war that left over 2,100
Palestinians and 70 Israelis dead. The United Nations estimates that 60,000 homes in Gaza were damaged or destroyed in the
fighting, leaving some 110,000 people homeless. Infrastructure in the enclave was badly damaged. As another 50 days have
passed since the end of the war, the need to start Gaza's reconstruction process is growing more acute. Last weekend,
international donors gathered in Cairo and pledged $5.4 billion to rebuild the Strip. A major challenge for donors and aid
agencies is to make sure the cash translates into actual rebuilding. Gaza's neighbors -- Israel and Egypt -- severely restrict the
passage of goods in and out of the area. Israel has insisted on guarantees from the international community that construction
materials won't be used by militants to resupply for another war. In a potential breakthrough last month, the UN brokered a
deal for international monitoring on reconstruction materials imported into Gaza. On Tuesday, the first trucks carrying building
materials were allowed to enter the enclave via Israel. The WorldPost turned to Tony Laurance, CEO of U.K.-based
charity Medical Aid for Palestinians, to discuss the reconstruction effort and the scale of the challenges ahead. It's been nearly
two months since Israel and Palestinians in Gaza reached a ceasefire deal. Has the rebuilding of Gaza started yet?

Not in any meaningful sense. At the moment they’re mainly clearing unexploded ordnance. People were waiting for the Cairo
donor conference and on an agreement on how materials will get into the enclave to start the rebuilding process. Substantial
amounts were indeed pledged during the conference. However, after the last confrontation, Operation Cast Lead in 2008-2009,
there were also a lot of pledges but nothing was delivered. While the agreement reached by the United Nations on the entry of
goods into Gaza is promising, there have been many promises over the last five years to resolve that same problem. Nothing
ever happened in a very wide scale.

Will it be different this time?
The UN deal will need to be accompanied by enormous intentions. The challenges lie in the details and the success of the deal
depends on relationships and trust, which are very sorely absent. Israeli-Palestinian relations don’t really exist at the moment.

Will the promised aid be enough, if it does arrive?
Getting the materials in is one thing. There are very complicated projects ahead -- like repairing the water, sewage and power
systems -- which not only require goods entering Gaza but also expertise and equipment. Additionally, unless you create
opportunities for export you cannot get the economy running again. One-off aid may help kickstart the economy but it won’t
create longer term opportunities or jobs.

Where does that leave people in Gaza in the meantime?
People aren’t starving, but that's about the best you can say. Many are not able to go home, many don’t have electricity. There’s
an awful lot of people with injuries. Gaza will need to cope with people who have severe disabilities, offering physical therapy
and finding opportunities for them. The medical equipment was already pretty dire, even before the war, and now there is an
acute shortage of drugs. A number of clinics and hospitals were damaged and a few were destroyed in the war. There are also
wide concerns about the water supply and associated public health risks. The one public aquifer is desperately overused and a
lot of people can’t afford to live off water tanks. It's crucial to act so that Gaza has an adequate water system in the coming
years. There have been plans to invest in the sewage system, for years but they never got off the ground. At the moment the
sewage is just pumped into the sea.
This interview took place on Thursday, Oct. 16. It has been edited and condensed for clarity.
Source: MAP

Middle East Monitor
21.10.2014
Article: PA & a Future Palestinian State
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https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/articles/inquiry/14750-what-kind-of-palestinian-state

What kind of Palestinian state?
The vote last week in the House of Commons to recognise the Palestinian Authority as the "state" of Palestine rallied a large
degree of popular support. The Palestine Solidarity Campaign was mobilised around the issue for months in advance, sending
out regular updates and constantly lobbying for a Yes vote. PSC says that 57,808 of their supporters ultimately emailed their
MPs to encourage them to vote for Parliament's recognition. The Palestinian Authority's official representatives in London were
of course strongly engaged in the same effort. Despite so many of Palestine's supporters in the UK engaged in raising
awareness around the issue, the question must be asked: what kind of Palestinian state would result should this motion ever be
implemented in practice?

The vote was of course symbolic, and will have no effect on actually existing UK government policy. But that aside, even were it
able to change the government's policy, what changes would result in practice on the ground in Palestine? The answer to
this, unfortunately, is: very little. It should be a truism by now, but for far too many people it is not, so it bears repeating: the
Palestinian Authority is an extension of Israeli occupation. Especially in its "security coordination" role with Israel, the PA acts as
the everyday enforcer of Israeli occupation. PA police violently prevent Palestinian protesters from demonstrating against Israeli
settlements, checkpoints, military bases and prisons (all of which are illegal under international law). PA undercover units arrest,
harass, jail and torture Palestinian journalisms that raise even very timid criticisms of their rule. PA forces arrest and jail
dissident Palestinian activists and fighters from opposition parties such as Hamas. The PA is probably the only entity in the
world that has managed to erect much of the necessary apparatus and infrastructure to create a police state, without actually
having a state.

The so-called Palestinian Authority has no real authority. The small, restricted and isolated areas of the West Bank that are
supposedly PA-controlled are in fact dominated by Israel. PA police forces have standing orders to withdraw to base as soon as
Israeli troops roll into town to kidnap Palestinians opposed to their rule. Under the training regime of American General Keith
Dayton, PA troops were told during graduation: "You were not sent here to learn how to fight Israel ... we can live in peace and
security with Israel." While the PA does provide some useful and worthy municipal services to the Palestinians living in the West
Bank, these are peripheral to their main role as enforcers of Israel's occupation. Although opinion of the PA within Israel's
political class often appears to be divided, with the right wing often ostensibly critical, the reality is that the PA plays a critical role
in reducing the cost of Israel's occupation. And that goes for political and reputational costs on the domestic and international
levels, as well as financial costs to the Israeli government and wider economy. The vast majority of the PA's budget comes from
international donors and sponsors. When it comes to Gaza, Israel's vicious and vindictive wars systematically destroy
infrastructure, projects often financed by European governments. In the West Bank too, Israel often bulldozes and otherwise
destroys projects aiming to improve Palestinian life, which have been sponsored from Europe.

When all is said and done, the PA is ultimately answerable to Israel. A "state" run by the PA will never be anything other than a
powerless and fragmented entity in small portions of historical Palestine, closely representing the Bantustans of the South
African apartheid era. As with the Bantustans, reintegrated into South Africa after the dismantlement of apartheid, the removal of
the Palestinian Authority is a precondition for the liberation of Palestine. The PA stands between Israeli occupation and
Palestinian popular anger. A state in mere fragments of the now-remaining 22 per cent of historical Palestine will be incapable of
achieving the fulfilment of rights for the majority of the Palestinian people: i.e. the refugees, and their descendants, who were
driven out of Palestine by Zionist militias in 1948. And it will do nothing for the 1.5 million Palestinians who live as second-class
citizens in "Israel proper". In fact, for these far-too-often forgotten, yet vital, components of the Palestinian people, a PA nonstate could even damage and engender the advancement of their rights.

While many took heart from the outpouring of support for the Palestinian people in Parliament on Monday, the actual text of the
motion should give serious pause for thought. And the motion was explicitly put forward as a way to save the two-state solution.
During the debate on Monday, Grahame Morris MP, proposing, went so far as to claim that the one-state solution is "morally
repugnant and politically untenable". Let us not forget that the one-state solution, so controversial in some circles, is the daring
notion that there should be a democratic state for Palestinians and Jews in historical Palestine. It is easy to propose there
should be a Palestinian state, but what kind of state? As Omar Barghouti, co-founder of the BDS movement put it in the New
York Times last week: "If [a state] is the first step toward recognizing the irrefutable right of the Palestinian people to self
determination, then it would be a positive contribution ... But, if it is, as implied, solely meant to resuscitate the comatose version
of the 'two state solution' which, as dictated by Israel, omits basic Palestinian rights, then it would be yet another act of British
complicity in bestowing legitimacy on Israel's unjust order."
Source: Asa Winstanley. An associate editor with The Electronic Intifada, Asa Winstanley is an investigative journalist
who lives in London.

21.10.2014

How money from pro-Israel donors controls Westminster
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Around this time last year, parliamentary records show, the retired property developer and hugely generous Labour party donor,
Sir David Garrard, had given a modest £60,000 towards the party's election campaign for 2015. It came in addition to around
half a million he had already given since 2003. Fast forward to 16 June of this year, Garrard hosts a Labour Friends of Israel
event, at which Labour leader Ed Miliband is the main speaker. The prime minister hopeful had, the year before, proclaimed
that he was a Zionist. The lobbying group he addressed boasts dozens of Labour peers and MPs amongst its
membership, including the Shadow Chancellor Ed Balls. Despite the atrocities being committed as Miliband spoke – a few
thousand miles away during "Operation Protective Edge" in Gaza, he made not one mention of the Palestinian casualties in his
speech, though he did take time to note Israel's own losses. By that point, 172 Palestinian lives had been taken, and over 1,200
were wounded. The newspapers were in outcry, but from Miliband - performing before his party donors - silence. That same day,
the silence was rewarded. Garrard transferred a whopping £630,000 to the Labour party accounts, over ten times his donation
from the previous year.

It was a near identical episode to David Cameron speaking in 2009, back when he too was hoping to take office as prime
minister. At a well-attended Conservative Friends of Israel annual fundraising lunch held in London, he again made no mention
of the Palestinian lives that had been lost, this time as part of "Operation Cast Lead". Not one mention. In that war, 1,370
Palestinians had died. At the time, a leading British journalist wrote: "I found it impossible to reconcile the remarks made by the
young Conservative leader with the numerous reports of human rights abuses in Gaza. Afterwards I said as much to some Tory
MPs. They looked at me as if I was distressingly naive, drawing my attention to the very large number of Tory donors in the
audience." No other foreign nation is as well represented in the campaign finances of British elections as Israel. In fact, no other
nation comes close – and money linked to pro-Israel donors is a single interest influence akin to that of the trade unions (the
largest democratic organisations in the country) or indeed the megabucks flowing in from City financiers. And with that money,
war crimes are being glossed over, rules bent, and our hard-won democracy warped by foreign interests.

The money is already pouring in. In April, the Conservative Branch for Brigg & Goole, the constituency of Andrew Percy MP,
received £6,000 from a notable pro-Israel supporter, Lord Stanley Fink. During the recent conflict, Percy attended an Israeli
military briefing about the Iron Dome missile defence system – later glibly observing that "Israel acts as we would" in response
to the mass civilian casualties being inflicted by the IDF. Percy is, like 80 per cent of his colleagues, a member of Conservative
Friends of Israel. On the same day, £3,000 dropped into the bank account of the Conservative party in Harrow East. Their MP,
Bob Blackman, also visited Israel during "Operation Protective Edge". The money also came from Lord Fink. And the pro-Israel
peer pulled off a democracy-warping hat-trick that day – £3,000 for the Conservatives in Brighton & Kemptown, home to
Conservative Friends of Israel linked Simon Kirby MP.

Over and above his backing of individual MPs, Lord Fink has also contributed over £60,000 to the Conservative Central Party
accounts since July last year, and his total donations to the Conservatives over the years are now nearing £3 million. Lord Fink
is a staunch supporter of Israel – telling the Jewish Chronicle in 2009 that he shared similar views to Lord Michael Levy, Tony
Blair's aide who had close ties with Israeli political leaders. Levy's son, Daniel, served as an assistant to the former Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak and to Knesset member Yossi Beilin. Elsewhere, Lord Fink has been a "loyal donor" to Just Journalism, a
now defunct group organised by the pro-Israeli Westminster think tank the Henry Jackson Society. Just Journalism claimed to
be correcting "media bias" against Israel but instead acted as a pro-Israel "flak" group aggressively criticising any British
publication who queried Israel's human rights record, including the Guardian and the London Review of Books. The group
folded in 2011. Lord Fink is also a member of the Jewish Leadership Council (more on their influence later). In March, the
Conservative Branch in Poplar & Limehouse received £3,000 from another pro-Israel funder – Sir Michael Hintze. Hintze was
ranked by Forbes in 2014 as the 1,016th richest person in the world, with a net worth of approximately $1.8 billion.

The constituency he has plugged money into is a swing seat; a six per cent change would depose incumbent Labour MP Jim
Fitzpatrick (a member of both Labour Friends of Israel and Labour Friends of Palestine). The Conservatives have their own
reasons for targeting the seat, using the youthful ex-banker and Tower Hamlets councillor Tim Archer. The Respect party are
running George Galloway, and he could split the Labour vote, opening the way for a Conservative win. George Galloway also
happens to be the most outspoken critic of Israel in British politics. British-Australian Hintze is not a man the Conservatives
would want to annoy. Since July of last year, he has donated just over £1.5 million to the party (the figure is doubled if you look
back to 2002).

Current Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne MP received nearly £40,000 in 2008 and 2009 directly from Hintze.
Mayor of London Boris Johnson, Home Secretary Theresa May MP, David Davis MP and David Willets MP have also been
subject to his financial largesse. But the first politician Hintze backed in the Conservatives was Dr Liam Fox MP, with a £10,000
gift back in January 2007. Fox then rose to become Secretary of State for Defence, before being disgraced when it was
revealed he had allowed his close friend Adam Werrity access to the Ministry of Defence and to travel on official visits (despite
not being a government employee).

Hintze was implicated because he had allowed Fox a desk in his London office as part of a £29,000 donation to Fox's
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controversial charity - Atlantic Bridge - another pro-Israel lobbying organisation. Hintze served on its Executive Council.
Adam Werrity, who had been best man at Fox's wedding in 2005, was later appointed UK Executive Director of Atlantic Bridge
and played a key role in its operations. In late 2011, "multiple sources" told the Independent on Sunday that Werrity had used
contacts developed through Atlantic Bridge to arrange visits to Iran, meeting with opposition groups in both Washington and
London, and had even been debriefed by MI6 about his travels. The newspaper described the activities as "a freelance foreign
policy" with Werrity seemingly "acting as a rogue operator". It was also revealed that Werrity was capable of arranging meetings
"at the highest levels of the Israeli government", and that Mossad had, bizarrely, believed Werrity to be Fox's chief of staff. The
Guardian also raised the possibility that Werrity and Fox could have been operating a "shadow foreign policy," using Atlantic
Bridge as a cover organisation. The charity was investigated by the Charities Commission in 2011 and shut down. Another
patron of Atlantic Bridge, alongside Hintze, was Michael Lewis, ex-chairman of the Britain Israel Communications and Research
Centre (BICOM).

That lobbying group describes itself as a "British organisation dedicated to creating a more supportive environment for Israel in
Britain". It was reported that Michael Lewis had paid for some of Werrity's trips to Israel, charges he later denied. Fox's
resignation was forced over the scandal - although true to Westminster form - no scandal is too much, in fact, he is already
back, having politely refused a role as foreign secretary in July but now planning a new career as a backbencher. Reviewing
the Electoral Commission records for 2014, the pro-Israel donor Michael Lewis has popped up again. In March, he wrote
another cheque for £10,000, to none other than Liam Fox. In the past, Lewis has also backed William Hague – to the tune of
£5,000. Hague later became foreign secretary. According to Peter Oborne, now chief political commentator for the Telegraph,
Michael Lewis's baby BICOM is "Britain's major pro-Israel lobby". In a searing expose for Channel 4 in 2009 and later a
pamphlet calling for transparency from the Israel lobby, Oborne showed how BICOM was funded by a Finnish billionaire whose
father made a fortune selling Israeli arms. Chaim "Poju" Zabludowicz, who the Sunday Times ranked as the 57th richest
individual in Britain with a net worth of over £1.5 billion, founded BICOM in 2001 and is its chairman.

Zabludowicz is also a member of the United Jewish Israel Appeal, a charity whose website claims it has three strands of work "Supporting Israel", "Connecting with Israel" and "Engaging with Israel". Since 2009, Zabludowicz has given approximately
£125,000 to the Conservative party, either directly to party central, or to the party operating in Finchley and Golders Green,
Harlow, Watford or Burton. Zabludowicz is also a member of the Jewish Leadership Council – primarily concerned with
philanthropic and educational matters within the British Jewish community, but who in June 2011 also met with the government
to discuss the Middle East (BICOM attended the meeting too), and again in January 2012. The Jewish Leadership Council,
whose members also include pro-Israel Tory funders such as Lord Stanley Fink, and Tony Blair's controversial man in Israel
Lord Michael Levy, have taken it upon themselves to vigorously defend Israeli leaders from the principles of universal jurisdiction
– which proves a great example of how influential the lobby is ,how intent the lobby is on insulating Israel from legal redress,
and exactly why British voters should be wary of how much money the lobby is pumping into our elections. In a celebratory post
in 2011, on their own website, the Jewish Leadership Council (JLC) explained that two years ago, they had "commissioned a
legal opinion from Lord Pannick QC which recommended a change in the law. We wanted to protect universal jurisdiction itself,
a vital innovation that grew out of the Holocaust, while preventing it from being abused." ("Preventing it from being abused"
roughly translates to "being applied to Israel").

Following an arrest warrant being issued for Israeli opposition leader Tzipi Livni, the group said: "We immediately sent our legal
opinion to the government and opposition and worked with Conservative Friends of Israel, Labour Friends of Israel and Liberal
Democratic Friends of Israel to begin generating support for this law change." "Within a few days, Gordon Brown had publicly
promised to change the law as soon as possible," the JLC bragged. The Conservative party had already placed an advert in the
Jewish Chronicle promising to change the law if they were elected. In 2011, the universal jurisdiction laws of the United Kingdom
were changed, with arrest warrants now requiring the assent of the Attorney-General before they could be issued for alleged
war criminals. This was just as the pro-Israel lobby wanted. Rather than facing arrest when visiting the UK, Israeli politicians,
generals and other war criminals can now feel assured that warrants would first have to pass through the Attorney-General, who
is none other than Jeremy Wright MP, who is of course, another member of Conservative Friends of Israel.
Source: MEMO

Palestine Solidarity Campaign
22.10.2014
When did Israel cease fire?
Although the BBC and other media are reporting that the ‘cease-fire’ is holding, when did Israel ever cease fire? In the last few
days two Palestinian children have been killed in the West Bank. Bahaa Badr - a 13 year old boy - was shot dead by Israeli
soldiers, following demonstrations against the occupation. A five year old girl, Einas Khalil, was run over and killed by a settler,
it is believed deliberately. No one has been arrested. A video has emerged of Israeli soldiers imprisoning, handcuffing and
blindfolding a mentally disabled Palestinian child. More details have also emerged about the torture and death of Raed Al
Jabari in Israeli prison. Israel’s waves of attacks and imprisonment of Palestinians continue. Israeli violence also continues
against Palestinians in Gaza. The UN has reported seven incidents in Gaza from 30 September to 13 October where Israeli
forces opened fire. One incident caused an injury, and forced Palestinian farmers to leave their agricul tural land. Israeli forces
also made an incursion and levelled Palestinian land in Gaza, reportedly entering up to approximately 150 metres across the
border.
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On two occasions during the reporting period, Israeli naval forces opened warning shots at Palestinian fishing boats sailing near
the Israeli-declared 6-Nautical-Mile (NM) fishing limit. No injuries were reported. Access restrictions at land and sea continue to
undermine the agricultural sector in Gaza, which is the primary source of income for thousands of farmers and fishermen and
their families. See UN OCHA report> And contrary to the terms of the ceasefire deal signed in August, the blockade of Gaza has
not been lifted.

22.10.2014

A conversation with Rebecca Vilkomerson from Jewish Voice for Peace

Tuesday 4 November, central London (venue tbc) chaired by Dr Karma Nabulsi, PSC Patron and Professor at
University of Oxford. After Gaza: The power of BDS, and the rise of Jewish voices for Palestinian rights.
The horrific attacks on Gaza over the summer focused the attention of the world on Israel's brutality and matrix of control over
the Palestinian people. Students, activists, people of conscience, took to the streets to demand an end to this injustice.
They also responded to the 2005 Palestinian call for international Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions against Israel. Activists
around the world intensified their BDS actions, from the Block The Boat campaign, and the Presbyterian Church's decision to
divest in the US to the campaigns against Sodastream, G4S and Hewlett Packard in the UK.
Jewish people are increasingly playing a key role in this movement. Jewish Voice for Peace is the largest Jewish organisation in
the US which fully backs the BDS call for justice, freedom and equality. They have a membership of 150,000 and reflect the
rapidly changing views of the American public. JVP has been at the forefront of winning a number of BDS victories.
Rebecca Vilkomerson, JVP's Executive Director, will discuss the power of BDS, and the increasing number of Jewish voices in
solidarity with Palestine. There will be a significant amount of time for a Q&A session and conversation with Rebecca to inspire a
new wave of BDS victories.
PLEASE BOOK TICKETS HERE: http://www.palestinecampaign.org/events/jvp/
This event is co-hosted by Palestine Solidarity Campaign, Jews For Justice For Palestinians, and King's College London Action
Palestine

Palestine News, Archives & Campaigns
BDS
Activists seek to rebrand Israel as 'JSIL'
Twitter users compare Israel to ISIL, renaming it the 'Jewish State of Israel in the Levant'.

The Jewish State of Israel in the Levant: that’s what a group of pro-Palestine activists are now calling Israel, in a play on words
on the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). The hashtag #JSIL(link is external) has been tweeted more than 5,200 (link is
external) times as Twitter users protest Israel's actions.
Activist Max Blumenthal(link is external) first made the comparison(link is external) between ISIL and Israel during the Russell
Tribunal on Palestine.

01.10.2014

Israel: above the law?

Saturday 18 October 2014 3 – 7pm
Amnesty International UK, 17-25 New Inn Yard, London EC2A 3EA
Join Palestine Legal Action Network (PLAN) and War on Want for a meeting and discussion with legal experts and campaigners:
Where does international law stand on Israel? 2014 marks the 10 year anniversary of the International Court of Justice ruling
on the illegality of Israel’s Wall. What have the effects of this ruling been on the ground? Can we utilize law to achieve justice for
Palestinians and how can you support legal actions and join justice for Palestine campaigns?
Guest Speakers
John Duggard, Special Rapporteur on the human rights situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory 2001–2008; judge ad hoc
International Court of Justice.
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Sahar Francis, General Director of Ramallah-based Addameer Prisoner Support and Human Rights Association, providing legal
and advocacy support to Palestinian political prisoners in Israeli and Palestinian prisons.
Nimer Sultany, Lecturer in Public Law, School of Law, SOAS, University of London. Previously, he was Postdoctoral Fellow at
SUNY Law School. He holds an SJD from Harvard.
Rafeef Ziadah is Senior Campaigns Officer at War on Want and member of the Palestinian Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
national committee secretariat.
Chaired by Brenna Bhandar, Senior Lecturer in law at SOAS School of Law.
No registration necessary, but seating is limited so please arrive early to guarantee seat.

07.10.2014

JSIL
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08.10.2014

Sweden to recognise state of Palestine

Sweden could force the UK to follow suit
Sweden to recognise state of Palestine

Sweden to recognise
state of Palestine
STOCKHOLM (Reuters) Sweden's new center-left
government will recognise the
state of Palestine in a move that
will make it the first major
European country to take...
View
on www.reuters.com

03.10.2014

Preview by Yahoo

Sweden to recognise state of Palestine
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(Reuters) - Sweden's new center-left government will recognise the state of Palestine in a move that will make it the first major
European country to take the step, Prime Minister Stefan Lofven said on Friday. The U.N. General Assembly approved the de
facto recognition of the sovereign state of Palestine in 2012 but the European Union and most EU countries, have yet to give
official recognition. "The conflict between Israel and Palestine can only be solved with a two-state solution, negotiated in
accordance with international law," Lofven said during his inaugural address in parliament.

"A two-state solution requires mutual recognition and a will to peaceful co-existence. Sweden will therefore recognise the
state of Palestine." For the Palestinians, Sweden's move will be a welcome boost for its ambitions. With its reputation as an
honest broker in international affairs and with an influential voice in EU foreign policy, the decision may well make other
countries sit up and pay attention at a time when the Palestinians are threatening unilateral moves towards statehood. However,
there is likely to be strong criticism of Sweden from Israel, as well as from the United States and the EU, which maintain that an
independent Palestinian state should only emerge through a negotiated process. Within the EU, some countries, such as
Hungary, Poland and Slovakia recognise Palestine, but they did so before joining the 28-member bloc. If the centre-left
government fulfils its plans, Sweden would be the first country to recognise Palestine while being a member of the European
Union. The Social Democrats and Greens hold a minority of seats in parliament and the incoming centre-left government is
likely to be one of Sweden's weakest for decades.

The former center-right government would not recognise Palestine as the Palestinian authorities did not control their territory.
The Palestinians want an independent state in the West Bank and Gaza, with its capital in East Jerusalem. While Gaza's
boundaries are clearly defined, the precise territory of what would constitute Palestine in the West Bank and East Jerusalem will
only be determined via negotiations with Israel on a two-state solution, negotiations which are currently suspended.
(Reporting by Johan Ahlander Additional reporting by Luke Baker in Jerusalem; Editing by Alison Williams)

Related issues:
New settlements plan threatens ties with Israel, EU says
France urges Israel to call off East Jerusalem settlement plans

19.10.2014

Diamonds Cut in Israel are Blood Diamonds

Extracts
from
“Israel’s
greatest
fear—its
diamond
trade
exposed”
originally
published
in www.opednews.com 27/10/2012
Palestinians are by far the biggest victims of blood diamond-funded violence. The diamond industry is “one of the cornerstones
of the Israeli economy” and revenue from that industry is used to deny Palestinians the most basic of human rights—the right to
life. Thousands of Palestinians have been killed by Israel’s diamond-funded military. Millions of Palestinians suffer daily
humiliation and denial of the inalienable rights as they languish in refugee camps across the Middle East, eke out an existence
under occupation and brutal subjugation in the occupied Palestinian territories, and endure discrimination in their daily lives
under the apartheid regime in Israel.

In a recent address to the World Diamond Congress in Mumbai the US Chair of the KP said : “Buying diamonds is an emotionladen decision that is a choice, not a necessity. These kinds of purchases are particularly vulnerable to changes, sometimes
rapid changes, in consumer sentiment.” Western consumers, and increasingly so consumers in the East, have learned to
consider diamonds as objects of romance and eternal love.
But that romantic image was damaged when reports of diamond-funded human-rights violations gained media attention and a
Hollywood film exposed the uglier side of the diamond trade. While the human-rights violations that lead to the establishment of
the Kimberley Process were associated with rebel groups in Africa, recent revelations have exposed how cut and polished
diamonds, sold as conflict-free diamonds in most of the world’s leading jewelry outlets, are funding war crimes and possible
crimes against humanity by Israeli government forces.

The remit of the Kimberly Process [KP] system of self-regulation, which came into force in 2003, has been severely limited from
the outset when the definition of a “conflict diamond” was restricted to “rough diamonds used by rebel movements or their allies
to fund violence aimed at undermining legitimate governments.” This allows diamonds that fund human-rights violations by
government forces, including those accused of war crimes and crimes against humanity, to evade scrutiny. Despite the fact that
a significant percentage of cut and polished diamonds are crafted in Israel (50% in the USA) the jewelry industry has so far
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failed to take any action to curb the trade in these diamonds. In a clear indication of the unwillingness of the diamond industry to
deal with the issue of Israeli blood diamonds, it was recently reported in the Israeli media that the US Chair of the Kimberley
Process, Gillian Milovanovic, had assured the industry that diamonds that fund cross-border fire between Gaza and Israel would
not be banned.

Evidence given to the London Session of the Russell Tribunal on Palestine in November 2010 by Israeli economist Shir Hever
indicated that revenue from the Israeli diamond industry generates over US$1 billion per year in funding for the Israeli
military/security industry. And yet jewelers facilitate the trade in Israeli diamonds, which are a major source of funding for Israel’s
nuclear-weapons programme and many grievous breaches of humanitarian law and international human rights laws. Any
mention of the link between Israeli diamonds and war crimes is likely to result in censorship and the castigation of those who
questions the ethical provenance of diamonds crafted in Israel.

The editor of the leading jewelry magazine, Retail Jeweller, was forced to withdrawcopies of the April 2011 edition from the
Basleworld Jewelry Fair and issue an apology for publishing a “Letter of the Month” that questioned why Israeli diamonds are
allowed dodge the blood-diamond rules.

… human-rights activists [previously] in London staged an on-going protest over the display, by De Beers, of a Forevermark
Steinmetz diamond in the Tower of London in honor of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee. The Steinmetz Diamond Group, through
the Steinmetz Foundation, adopted a Unit of the Givati Brigade of the Israeli military, which it funded and supported during the
Israeli assault on Gaza in the winter of 2008/2009.

That assault resulted in the death of over fourteen hundred people, including more than three hundred Palestinian children, and
left thousands maimed and traumatized. A UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) investigation concluded Israeli forces
committed serious war crimes and possible crimes against humanity during the three-week assault. The Givati Brigade was
directly responsible for one of the most serious examples of human-rights violations documented by human-rights groups and
the UNHRC when 29 members of the Samouni family were massacred by the Brigade. When the Steinmetz Foundation’s
support for the Givati Brigade became public knowledge, the Foundation tried to conceal the facts by deleting from their website
all reference to their funding and support for the Brigade during the assault on Gaza – but not before a screen short of the page
was distributed on the internet.

Against this background, leading players in the diamond industry are trying to persuade the industry to back the US proposal for
Kimberley Process reform. If successful this will allow the industry to claim they have eliminated the loophole that allowed some
“conflict diamonds” to evade the regulations, while at the same time the trade in cut and polished blood diamonds that fund the
Israeli military regime continues unchecked. In the open letter to the jewelry industry, Matthew Runci, President and CEO of
Jewellers of America, and 25 other leaders of the American jewelry industry called on companies to demonstrate their support
by making a commitment that “they will not supply diamonds and diamond jewelry connected to violence or conflict in any way”
and “to ask that their suppliers to not supply their businesses with diamonds and diamond jewelry connected to violence or
conflict in any way.” On the face of it this sounds like a comprehensive rejection of all diamonds that fund human-rights
violations. However, when Matthew Runci, who is also Chairman of the Responsible Jewelry Council (RJC), and members of
the RJC Management Team were notified in April 2011 about the trade in diamonds from Israel that fund human-rights
violations, the Council’s CEO responded on his behalf, saying the RJC “does not accept your proposition that the Israeli
diamond industry, by virtue of being Israeli taxpayers, is funding human-rights violations and that, thereby, the diamonds sold by
Israeli companies should be considered ‘blood diamonds.’”

This selective righteousness, which has plagued the Kimberley Process from the outset, will continue as long as the vested
interests in the diamond industry have a veto on what is and is not a “conflict diamond”. The US proposal looks set to fail as
some countries see the move as an attempt to cut off diamond revenues from governments not in favour with the US and its
allies. Human-rights groups are also stepping up the pressure on the KP Civil Society Coalition to demand an end to the trade in
all blood diamonds, including cut and polished diamonds that fund human-rights violations.If the diamond industry is to restore
consumer trust in diamonds it will have to tackle the issue of Israeli blood diamonds and prevent Israel from using the industry
to bankroll its apartheid regime and associated daily human-rights abuses. Jewelers should not allow their business to act as an
economic shield behind which Israeli blood diamonds masquerade as conflict-free diamonds. The time for action is now —
jewelers must ban the trade in all blood diamonds and not just those associated with diamond mining.
Boycott Israeli Blood Diamonds Facebook Page:https://www.facebook.com/Israelblooddiamonds?fref=ts
Boycott Israeli Blood Diamonds Twitter: @wardiamonds
Original Article: http://www.opednews.com/articles/2/Israel-s-greatest-fear–i-by-Se-n-Clinton-121027-116.html
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01.10.2014

Petition re. little girl run over by settler

The Israeli Government: Bring to justice the settler responsible for killing 5 year old Inas Shawkat

Bring to justice the settler responsible for killing 5 year old Inas Shawkat
5 year old Inas Shawkat was killed by a hit and run on October 19, 2014 while walking home from Kindergarten. Her friend Tulin
was severely injured and has been admitted to the ICU. These sweet girls were purposefully run over by a hateful Israeli settler.
He sped away and we have not heard of any investigation launched by the Israeli governement to find and bring to justice this
criminal. Please help us bring peace to Inas' family by signinng this petition and sharing it with your friends so we can put
pressure on the Israeli government to bring this person to trial.

29.10.2014

Boycott Israeli Blood Diamonds

Turmoil in the WDC ahead of the KP meeting as Israeli diamond industry organisations and others object to any broadening of
the definition of a "conflict diamond" - which would be a major threat to the Israeli blood diamond
industry http://www.jckonline.com/2014/10/28/groups-boycott-world-diamond-council-meeting

29.10.2014

Al Aqsa Mosque closes

We lay responsibility for this decision on the Israeli government and police,” Al-Kiswani said.
READ MORE: Clashes erupt in Jerusalem as Palestinians ‘denied’ access to holy mosque
The closure of Al-Aqsa, Islam’s third holiest site, followed the shooting of a right-wing Jewish activist, Yehuda Glick, on
Wednesday. Glick had advocated for greater Jewish access to the Temple Mount, the holiest site in Judaism where Al-Aqsa sits,
along with the much revered Dome of the Rock.

The Americna-born Glick was shot three times by an assailant who fled the scene on the motorcycle. On Thursday Israeli police
shot dead Mutaz Hijazi in East Jerusalem, whom they claim was responsible for the attack on Glick. Israeli counter-terrorism
officers said they came under fire after surrounding a residence in the Abu Tor neighborhood. Hijazi reportedly died in the
subsequent shootout. Israeli security services later said that Hijazi had spent 11 years in an Israeli prison before being released
in 2012. The shooting coincided with renewed clashes between Palestinians and Jewish security forces. On Tuesday,
Jerusalem Mayor Nir Barkat had told municipal authorities to crack down on residents in East Jerusalem over a range of
offenses in order to compel them to pressure Palestinian youth who have been clashing with police on a near daily basis.
Jewish settlements in the West Bank on October 24, 2014 (AFP Photo)
Earlier this month, Abbas warned his government would appeal to international law to deal with alleged
Israeli “aggression” against Al-Aqsa.
Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas warned that his government will seek
international “legal measures” to deal with Israeli “aggression” against Jerusalem’s Al-Aqsa mosque. Abbas accused Israeli
settlers of attempting to “attack the mosque” and called for Jews to be banned from the site. Abbas' statements mirrored
comments made by Hamas chief Khaled Meshaal, who earlier urged Muslims to “defend” the holy mosque after Israeli forces
restricted entrance for Palestinians. Meshaal further accused Israel of trying to seize the site. Israeli authorities have said that
all are free to worship at the the compound. Two weeks prior, clashes erupted between Palestinians and police after Israeli
authorities placed restrictions on Al-Aqsa, only allowing Palestinians over the age of 50 to enter the site. Nearly 400 people
gathered at the entrance to the Al-Aqsa Mosque compound to protest the restrictions, with some in attendance lobbing stones at
police. Police responded by firing stun grenades. Three injuries and several arrests resulted from the disturbances. A police
spokesperson at the time said police would show "zero tolerance" to prevent further clashes in the area.

30.10.2014

Closure of Masjid al-Aqsa is a “declaration of war”

Israel’s closure of Masjid al-Aqsa to all visitors following the shooting of a Jewish hardliner is tantamount to a “declaration of
war,” Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas said on Thursday. “This dangerous Israeli escalation is a declaration of war on the
Palestinian people and its sacred places and on the Arab and Islamic nation,” his spokesman Nabil Abu Rudeina quoted him as
saying. “We hold the Israeli government responsible for this dangerous escalation in Jerusalem that has reached its peak
through the closure of the al-Aqsa mosque this morning,” he told AFP. The compound houses Islam’s third holiest site, but is
also the most sacred spot for Jews who refer to it as the Temple Mount because it once housed two Jewish temples. ??????
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Although non-Muslims can visit the site, Jews are not allowed to pray there for fear it could disturb the fragile status quo. “This
decision is a dangerous act and a blatant challenge that will lead to more tension and instability and will create a negative and
dangerous atmosphere,” Abbas said. “The state of Palestine will take all legal measures to hold Israel accountable and to stop
these ongoing attacks.” Israel ordered the compound closed to all visitors, both Jewish and Muslim, early on Thursday after an
overnight shooting incident in which a man on a motorbike tried to gun down an ultra-nationalist Jewish activist who has long
worked to secure Jewish prayer rights at the Al-Aqsa plaza.

Several hours later, police stormed the house of the suspected Palestinian gunman, sparking a gunfight in which he was killed.
Arab east Jerusalem, which was seized by Israel during the 1967 Six Day War and later annexed in a move never recognized
internationally, has been wracked by violence since early July, with clashes erupting between stone-throwers and police on an
almost daily basis.

Child Prisoners
02.10.2014
PROTEST G4S COMPLICITY IN TORTURE OF PALESTINIAN CHILDREN
DATE: Friday 3rd Oct 2014, 3:00pm - 5:00pm
LOCATION: The Peak, 5 Wilton Road, London SW1V 1LL (across the road from Victoria Station next to Apollo Theatre)*
https://www.facebook.com/events/736066089774779
*Please note change of venue - the G4S management are based in The Peak so we will be protesting there this week.
COMPLICITY IN TORTURE
G4S secures Israel's prisons and interrogation centres where Palestinian children are being caged and tortured. These include
the notorious Al Jalame interrogation centre in northern Israel where children are caged three floors below the surface in filthy
3m x 1m holes in the ground, in solitary confinement for up to 65 days. Their only escape being the interrogation room where
the children, shackled by their hands and feet, are abused and tortured for 6 hours at a time. G4S also secures the "Russian
compound" of Jerusalem prison where Palestinian women, as punishment for refusing to strip naked, have had their bodies
attached to an electrocution device which burns them from inside. Having discovered that the top G4S management, including
their CEO, are not resident at G4S HQ but are hiding in plush offices up the road on the top floor of The Peak (across the road
from Victoria Station next to the Apollo Theatre), this week we will take the protest to them and demand G4S stop its complicity
in Israel's crimes against Palestinian prisoners.
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COMPLICITY IN ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION
The Palestinian prisoners rights group, the Ahrar Center for Prisoners Studies, revealed that Israel is now ( as of 26th Sept
2014) holding 540 Palestinians in administrative detention - the highest number since 2008. Administrative detention is an
illegal
practice
used
by
Israel
to
imprison
Palestinians
indefinitely
without
charge
or
trial.
Prisoners are given rolling detention orders which can be anything from 1-6 months, renewable indefinitely. This is against
international law. For example administrative detainee Mazen Natsheh has been locked up cumulatively for nearly 10 years
without charge or trial.

Detention orders are based on so called "secret information" which never needs to be produced, either to the detainee nor their
lawyer. Administrative detention is often used to arbitrarily jail Palestinians where there is no evidence for a trial, or for
punishment as in the case of Palestinian MPs. 30 MPs and two ministers are currently locked up - many of them under indefinite
administrative detention. Israel had on average issued over 2000 detention orders every year (2007-2011). That figure has now
shot up and today there are 540 administrative detainees. Palestinian prisoners rights group Addameer have documented
"many cases where the detainees themselves will say that administrative detention is actually far worse than a fixed sentence,
be that five years, ten years, 20 years, or whatever and why. With a fixed sentence, you know when you're going home, a
prisoner knows when he goes home. It could be ten years or 15 years down the line, but they know when they're going home.
Not with an administrative detention.." They have documented "many cases where prisoners or detainees have been literally
leaving the prison, walking out of the prison with their bags in their hand after their administrative detention order has expired
and the Israelis have handed that detainee another administrative detention order and they have to go back into the cell to
recommence another administrative detention order. Now, this is a form of psychological torture for not only the detainee and
their families."
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To protest Israel's illegal system of administrative detention Palestinian administrative detainees have launched many mass
hunger strikes over the years, and there are reports of another imminent hunger strike. Figures reveal that the vast majority of
administrative detainees - 86% - are locked up in G4S secured prisons, most of them having been transferred from the West
Bank into Israel in contravention of Article 76 of the Fourth Geneva Convention. On Friday we will demand the immediate
release of all administrative detainees and demand the British security company G4S stop its complicity in Israel's illegal
practice of administrative detention.

LIVE UPDATES DURING PROTEST
We will, inshAllah, be tweeting live from the protest with live photos being uploaded to our twitter and facebook page. So if you
can't join us on the day, please help us by sharing the photos as they get uploaded.

https://www.facebook.com/inmindscom
https://twitter.com/InmindsCom

If you support this activity please share this alert widely, thank you.
JazakAllah,
Palestinian Prisoners Campaign
www.inminds.com/caged
fb.com/inmindscom
twitter.com/InmindsCom
youtube.com/user/inminds

The Palestinian Prisoners Campaign aims to raise awareness for the plight of Palestinian prisoners and build solidarity for their
struggle and work towards their freedom. The campaign was launched by Innovative Minds (inminds.com) and the Islamic
Human Rights Commission (ihrc.org) on the occasion of Al Quds Day 2012 (on 17th August 2012), since then we have held
actions every fortnight in support of Palestinian prisoners, if you can spare two hours twice a month then please join the
campaign by coming to the next action.

05.10.2014

Alone: Palestinian Children in the Israeli Military Detention System

Every year, hundreds of Palestinian children are arrested by the Israeli military in the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt). Many
of these arrests, particularly those that take place in the West Bank, occur in areas of particularly high tension such as an illegal
Israeli settlement or in Palestinian villages that have land confiscated by the Separation Barrier. As of September 2012, there
were 189 Palestinian children in Israeli prisons, 28 of which were between the ages of 12 and 15. According to Defence for
Children International-Palestine Section (DCIPS), since December 2011, there has been a 40% increase in Palestinian children
held under Israeli military detention. The majority of these children that are arrested, detained, and interrogated by the Israeli
military are accused of stone throwing. Several reports indicate that these children have been mistreated and/or tortured and
transferred throughout their detention. DCIPS makes a number of recommendations regarding the prosecution of children in
Israeli military courts, which include:
o

No child should be interrogated in the absence of a lawyer of choice and family member.

o

All interrogations of children must be audio-visually recorded.

o

All credible allegations of torture and ill-treatment must be thoroughly and impartially investigated in accordance with
international standards, and perpetrators brought promptly to justice.

Please contact your government representatives and nearest Israeli embassy and call for an end to the unlawful arrest of
Palestinian children in the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt). This video, produced by DCIPS, uses testimonies from former
child detainees to illustrate the experience of Palestinian minors in the Israeli prison system. It also includes the voices from
Nader Abu Amsha East Jerusalem YMCA’s Rehabilitation Programme, Raghad Jaraisy of the Association for Civil Rights in
Israel, and Iyad Misk of DCIPS. World Vision Jerusalem-West Bank-Gaza continues to work towards impacting the lives of
200,000 children through its programs. World Vision works with 117 communities seeking to help support vital development and
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to ensure children are cared for, protected and participating.

[1] Child Detention, Defence for Children
detention (Accessed on October 23, 2012).

International-Palestine

Section,http://www.dci-palestine.org/content/child-

http://www.wvi.org/jerusalem-west-bank-gaza/video/alone-palestinian-children-israeli-military-detention-system
Source: Donna Schwarz-Nielsen

04.10.2014

Action for Palestinian children

You have previously helped us campaign for the rights of Palestinian children. We are writing to you now to ask you to help us
once again. Defence of the Child International (Palestine) have launched a petition aimed at the UK & US governments to
demand that they support the UN's inquiry into Israel's Operation Protective Edge in which 501 children were killed, and many
more have been left injured, traumatised and homeless. In a recent UN vote, the USA voted against establishing this inquiryand
the UK abstained. Defence of the Child International have asked for our help in building a global campaign to put pressure on
both these governments to support such an inquiry and to deliver justice to the children of Gaza.
You can support the petition by clicking here. You can read more about DCI-Palestine's campaign here:

Children in Military Custody: Two Years on
Last year, we asked for signatures on a pledge demanding basic human rights for Palestinian children arrested by the Israeli
military. Many of you signed this pledge (including nearly 50 MPs, AMs and MEPs) and helped us gain much greater
awareness of the plight of these children.
Our pledge demands were based on a 2012 report 'Children in Military Custody', written by an independent legal delegation
from the United Kingdom, which assessed Israel’s treatment of Palestinian children arrested, detained & prosecuted in military
courts. The report was funded by the UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office and written by a team of high-ranking UK lawyers
after a visit to Israel & the West Bank. The report found Israel in breach of international law and human rights treaties. It made
40 recommendations.
More than two years have now passed. According to Military Court Watch, the return visit by the delegation of lawyers this
summer to check on progress did not go ahead as the Israeli government said the situation in Gaza meant it couldn't release
any staff to meet with the delegation. However, evidence from Defence of the Child International (Palestine) andMilitary Court
Watch show that there has been very little progress and much has got worse, particularly the increase in the use of solitary
confinement. Israel seems to be leading the international community up a blind alley with a pretence at making changes whilst
things continue to worsen on the ground.
Our report cards assess how much progress Israel has made in implementing these recommendations. You can download both
a short report which focusses on the 5 actions from the A4PC pledge and a full report which covers all 40 CIMC
recommendations. Israel's response to the CIMC report is completely unacceptable from a country which claims to value
human rights. Our government must act, now. You can help us keep up the pressure to make Israel comply with international
law by:
1. Writing to your MP and asking them to raise this issue in Parliament;
2. Sharing our reports widely and asking other people to do the same;
3. Keeping us informed of any responses you get.
Thank you for all the support you have already shown for these campaigns. We know that UK politicians from all parties are very
uncomfortable with what is happening to children in Palestine. We need to make sure they take action.
A4PC

29.10.2014

Alert 31st Oct - Protest G4S Complicity in Torture of Palestinian Children

DATE: Friday 31st Oct 2014, 3:00pm - 5:00pm
LOCATION: G4S CEO's Office, The Peak, 5 Wilton Road, London SW1V 1LL (across the road from Victoria Station next to
Apollo Theatre)
FACEBOOK EVENT: https://www.facebook.com/events/1504641353117597
Join us outside the offices of Ashley Almanza, the CEO of G4S, as we demand G4S end its complicity in Israel's crimes against
Palestinian prisoners, in particular torture of children.
COMPLICITY IN TORTURE
G4S secures Israel's prisons and interrogation centres where Palestinian children are being caged and tortured. These include
the notorious Al Jalame interrogation centre in northern Israel where children are caged three floors below the surface in filthy
3m x 1m holes in the ground, in solitary confinement for up to 65 days. Their only escape being the interrogation room where
the children, shackled by their hands and feet, are abused and tortured for 6 hours at a time. G4S also secures the "Russian
compound" of Jerusalem prison where Palestinian women, as punishment for refusing to strip naked, have had their bodies
attached to an electrocution device which burns them from inside.
VIDEO - G4S COMPLICIT IN TORTURE (3rd Oct 2014 Protest)
http://youtu.be/5f1qf_xtnSo
"For Justice in Palestine - Boycott Israel" slogan was borrowed from Irish activists who used it on a sticker that had zionists
outraged and screaming anti-semitism due to the yellow colour used for the text - apparently yellow has a unique association
with the holocaust and clearly its use must be anti-semetic.
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ACTIVISTS DIARY OF OCT 3rd 2014 PROTEST
Those we marched on last Summer, in the wake of "Operation Protective Edge" felt forthright, solid, even epic given the
numbers involved. One such demo exceeded 100k marching from 10 Downing Street to Hyde Park. However, last Friday's
demo felt entirely different from the multitude of G4S demos we normally hold. I guess partly due to a change in venue (from
105 Victoria Street - where the main headquarters of G4S are), to an altogether more obscure address, the office where the
CEO, Mr Ashley Almanza ensconses himself, away from his work-force; a tactic that various dubious companies indulge in to
avoid exposure. My good friend, the demo organizer, Abbas Ali had ingeniously ferretted out Mr Almanza's whereabouts, and
that was our assured destination. As we were setting up, the security guy from the building in question came out to politely ask
us to lower the music volume; little did he know that in less than an hour, I would be ratchetting up those decibels through my
ranting speech, while naming and shaming his employers. Needless to say, Abbas calmy explained to him that if anything, the
music needs to be way louder. Now normally, given the plethora of Palestinian flags, pamphlets, leaflets and banners, zionists
would invariably swoop down on us vulture-style, and stick around like a bad smell, frothing at the mouth, while spouting off the
usual regurgitated indoctrination : "Israel has a right to defend itself...You are all terrorists...The Bible says it is our land"...etc etc
etc...(yawn) More often than not, a policeman is needed to sever their vitriolic trance and move them along.
Not so this Friday!

Firstly, a South African lady who had married a Palestininan and had spent 22 years in Beit Lahem, speaking FLUENT Arabic,
told me that though her passport is South African, her heart was most assuredly in Palestine. As I hugged her goodbye, I felt as
though I was hugging humanity itself. A little while later, an elderly Iraqi gentleman sidles up and tentatively asks me about the
demo. I explained it was in honour and solidarity with our men, women and children who are incarcerated in dungeons secured
by G4S. As I spoke, I noticed tears pooling aroung his eyes, prompting tears pooling around mine. He left showering us with
good wishes and heart-felt thanks. Next, an elegant English woman passes by declaring she had been to Palestine the
previous year, planting olive trees. A Chillian gentleman then hurries over and hugs each and every single one of us,
expressing unfathomable solidarity with the cause. All this in less than 2 hours!!!!!!! So yes, last Friday's demo for our
prisoners, freed something I hadn't realized was locked up inside me; It lifted the cummulative cynicism and doubt as to whether
our work could really make a difference, and showed me in a crystal-clear vision, that sitting on the fence and doing nothing
about the occupation is no option whatsoever for me; That would be tantamount to placing my own self behind my own
construct of prison bars.
Long live PALESTINE
Sandra, https://www.facebook.com/sandra.watfa/posts/10152469097307108

"Today we are here to demand freedom for Ahmad Sa'adat and all Palestinian prisoners in Israeli dungeons including the other
28 Members of the Palestinian Parliament. Father of four Ahmad Sa'adat, a maths teacher, was elected by his people to the
Palestinian parliament. Israel systematically targets Palestinian MPs and has abducted most of them at some time and is
currently caging 29 Palestinian MPs illegally in its dungeons. Ahmad Saadat was soon abducted and is one of those 29 MPs
languishing in a dark dungeon. In 2008 he was sentenced to 30 years imprisonment by an illegal Israeli military court. His crime
was supporting an organisation opposed to the occupation - Ahmad Sa'adats political party is the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine, he is now their General Secretary. Israel has outlawed it due to its insistence on freedom for Palestine.
We are here to demand freedom for Ahmad Saadat and all the other Palestinian members of parliament Israel has abducted
and caged.

PLEASE SUPPORT THE DEFENCE FUND FOR HARES BOY ALI SHAMLAWI
Activists in Birmingham are raising money for the legal fees on Palestinian child prisoner Ali Shamlawi - one of the Hares Boys.
At least £1,200 needs to be raised by 13th November. Please give generously - thank you.
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/defend-child-prisoners-support-the-hares-boys

Palestinian Prisoners Campaign
www.inminds.com/caged
fb.com/inmindscom
twitter.com/InmindsCom
youtube.com/user/inminds

The Palestinian Prisoners Campaign aims to raise awareness for the plight of Palestinian prisoners and build solidarity for their
struggle and work towards their freedom. The campaign was launched by Innovative Minds (inminds.com) and the Islamic
Human Rights Commission (ihrc.org) on the occasion of Al Quds Day 2012 (on 17th August 2012), since then we have held
actions every fortnight in support of Palestinian prisoners, if you can spare two hours twice a month then please join the
campaign by coming to the next action.
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Deir Yassin Remembered
04.10.2014
The Deir Yassin memorials
The Deir Yassin memorial in Geneva, New York has been included in a new book published about all kinds of memorials in New
York State. The memorial is described thus:

"The Geneva memorial is a bronze sculpture depicting a mature olive tree, a symbol of peace, uprooted in the quest to build a
Jewish state on land owned and long-inhabited by Muslim and Christian Palestinians. The tree's tortured, angular lines illustrate
the Palestinian dispossession that began in 1948 and continues today. The extended branches add movement and drama; they
appear dead and yet are still alive. The torn roots of the displaced olive tree are partially wrenched from the earth; their
continued attachment to the ground symbolizes clinging to the motherland."

"The sculptor, Khalil Bendib, is considered to be America's most successful Muslim Arab artist, with many pieces of public art on
display around the country."

09.10.2014

DYR'S ALBERT EINSTEIN LETTER ON WWW.ISRAELLYCOOL

DYR's Albert Einstein letter, dated April 10th 1948 (the day after the Deir Yassin massacre), has appeared on
www.israellycool.com
Here's what they had to say:
http://www.israellycool.com/.../top-8-images-anti-israel-gro.../
Every now and then an Israel hater will, most likely uninvitedly, send you an "anti-Israel" picture that just makes you facepalm so
hard you give yourself a shiner. The following are examples of those pictures. If you're anti-Israel you seriously need to stop
sharing them. You're embarrassing yourself.

I Got You Now, Zionists!
Look at this letter! Uncontestable proof the 20th century's most renowned scientist, Professor Albert Einstein, a Jew himself,
was anti-Israel. He blames Jewish terrorists "from our own ranks" for dooming Palestine forever! He even mentions Palestine by
name!

Why It's Not Anti-Israel
This
letter
is
not
"anti-Israel".
It's
anti
Lehi
(aka
Stern
Gang).
One
of
the 2 biggest militant organizations, along with Irgun that aimed to drive the British out of Palestine and to allow unrestricted
Jewish immigration (mainly those escaping the Holocaust). Read today this letter takes on a whole new meaning, but let's go
back to April 16, 1948. The day this letter was written.

a) "Palestine" Mentioned by Name
First
of
all
the
letter
is
dated
one
month
prior
to
the
Declaration
of
Israel's Independence. The name of the geographical area was "The British Mandate of Palestine" and has been for exactly 28
years up to that moment.No more than that.

b) Jewish Terrorists?
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This letter is addressed to the American Friends of the Fighters for the Freedom of Israel. This was an American group that was
pro Stern Gang. And yes, many Jews including Israel's first prime minister David Ben-Gurion, saw them as no more than
terrorists. Upon the establishment of The State of Israel, one of David Ben Gurion's first acts was to declare all non-official
defense organizations illegal. The American Friends disbanded and all military groups unified under the Israel Defense Forces.
So to assume this letter is simply "anti-Israel" is simply wrong. Ben-Gurion held the same views regarding Irgun and Stern
Gang. He loathed them. To say Einstein was anti-Israel is to say Ben Gurion was anti-Israel. Besides. If Einstein was anti Israel
would he have been offered the Presidency of Israel?

www.deiryassinremembered.org

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Deir-Yassin-Remembered/1445798282318404?fref=ts

11.10.2014
MY STORY OF DEIR YASSIN
..The massacre at Deir Yassin marked the beginning of the depopulation of more than 450 Arab villages and the exile of more
than 750,000 Palestinians.

DEIR YASSIN was the Palestinian village at which, on April 9th 1948, a
massacre took place.

Deir Yassin was not the only massacre to take place - on either side - nor was it
by any means the worst. But because more than any other single event, the
massacre at Deir Yassin signalled the flight of the Palestinian people which led
to their eventual dispossession and exile, Deir Yassin has come to occupy a
special place in the Palestinian collective memory.
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The peaceful village of Deir Yassin circa 1930

So what happened at Deir Yassin? Early in the morning of Friday April 9th the peaceful village of Deir Yassin was attacked by a
combined force of the dissident Zionist gangs the Irgun and the Stern Gang. Why 'peaceful'? The villagers of Deir Yassin had
good relations with the neighbouring Jewish settlement of Givat Shaul and had recently concluded a non-aggression pact with
the settlement. It is also thought that the villagers had a few days before asked an itinerant band of Palestinian fighters to leave
the village so as not to attract hostility from Zionist forces.

The attack on Deir Yassin was proposed and planned by the Irgun and Stern Gang and was sanctioned by the Hagana. The
villagers of Deir Yassin had the grave misfortune to be on land earmarked by the official Zionist militia, the Hagana, for a military
airfield - and they had the even greater misfortune to become the object of attention of two groups who had something to prove.
Because the men and women of the Irgun and the Stern Gang were no fighters. Throwing bombs into crowded Arab markets
was easy enough and hanging unarmed British soldiers presented no problem but when it came to open combat, they really
weren't up to much.

Probably not Deir Yassin but this picture of Irgun and
Stern Gang fighters assaulting a village well illustrates
the point

Things did not go well. The village put up a stiff resistance and the attackers took significant casualties when, by mid-morning
the village was still not subdued. But a band of Palmach (the elite troops of the Hagana) happened to be passing and came to
the aid of the assailants. With the aid of a mortar, these crack troops soon took the village and then withdrew.

It was then that the massacre took place. By the end of that day between 100 and 120 villagers - mainly elderly men, women
and children - lay dead. This was not the 250 fatalities published a few days later in the New York Times. That figure, we
believe, comes from the leaders of the perpetrators who wished to gain the maximum shock effect - and it was unfortunately
also taken up by the Palestinian leadership who wanted to gain the maximum 'atrocity' benefit. That evening the Irgun and
Stern gang 'fighters' sat over tea and cookies in Givat Shaul and boasted of their success in the 'battle'. Of course, they made
no mention of the male Palestinians they had loaded onto open trucks and taken on a grotesque 'victory parade' through
cheering crowds in the Jewish suburbs of Jerusalem and then took to the nearby quarry and shot. Nor did they mention the
children of Deir Yassin - dragged dazed and bleeding from under the bodies of their dead relatives and also loaded onto trucks
to be dumped in a Jerusalem alley.

And the effect? The effect was extreme fear and a fear provoked into a panic which, as happens, spread. The Palestinian
people, with every good reason, began to flee. A trickle became a stream, a stream a torrent, a torrent became a flood. But this
near-biblical image may only conceal the real truth of hundreds and thousands of individual stories of anguish and agony Fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, babies in arms - each one an individual story as yet untold.
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And anyway 'fled' is but a small part of the story. The
Zionist leadership screamed out its condemnations.
There was a cacophony of wailing and breast-beating. Oh
the grief and the anguish! How could Jews do such a
thing? Was this not a terrible stain on the Zionist record.
But, as Palestinians have always known, and as the rest
of the world is now beginning to know, all the while they
screamed out their condemnations, they both used what
was happening and encouraged it.

Remember Deir Yassin! We did it once, we'll do it again!

We now know of the loudspeaker vans touring the
surrounding villages with the recorded screams of the
dying and, most shamefully of all in this most traditional of
societies, the wailing of violated women. We know about
What to do?
the villages surrounded on three sides - one side left
open, always to the east, so the inhabitants could flee. And, of course, we know about the massacres.

And the result? The result was the Palestinian dispossession which we know as the catastrophe and Palestinians know as alNakba. Now the idea that the Palestinians just ran away has, in the main, been dispelled, but we are still left with many stories,
obfuscations and downright lies about responsibility for this ethnic cleansing. The critical issue now centres on the question of
intentionality.
Political Zionism's aims were always clear - to establish, in all of Palestine a Jewish state. The objective, and the way to that
objective, was always clear. Palestine for Palestinians was to be transformed into Israel for Jews. And for that you needed a
Jewish majority. But how? 750,000 people don't just leave. They have to be forced to leave and that was exactly what
happened. The fact is that the ethnic cleansing of Palestine, like all instances of ethnic cleansing, was intentional, premeditated
and planned. That doesn't mean that it was planned to take place in April/May 1948, what it does mean is that the plans were
there, just waiting for the right opportunity - one of Ben Gurion's 'revolutionary situations' - and such an opportunity situation
presented itself in 1947/1948 (By the way, another such 'revolutionary situation' presented itself in 1967).

But we need not bother looking for direct documentation. Although there is an abundance of evidence for the desires and
intentions of the Zionist leadership to cleanse the land of Palestine, no direct order has been found. 1 The Jewish architects of
the Nakba left no 'smoking gun'. There was no written order - because there was no need for a written order. Like most
instances of ethnic cleansing, the expulsion of the Palestinians was done on understandings. Every local Hagana commander,
and all the men under their command, at every village and every town knew exactly what was required. Sometimes a few shots
in the air was all that was required, sometimes you had to line up 20 men and boys, sometimes you needed a full-blown
massacre - but the result was always the same

Palestinian society was shattered by the Zionist onslaught and an entire way of life obliterated. At least 750,000 Palestinians
were driven from their homes and into exile. In excess of 450 of their towns and villages were destroyed or pillaged and a
people who had lived a settled life for generations ended up either in tents in Lebanon, Syria or Jordan, or as a bereft and
traumatised Diaspora in every corner of the earth.

Meanwhile at Deir Yassin...
By the end of the year the village had been repopulated with orthodox Jewish immigrants from Rumania and Slovakia. The
cemetery had been levelled and the name Deir Yassin was no more.

1 What about the “Dalet Plan” see Ilan Pappe “The ethnic cleansing of the Palestinians”
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And now ....
Now you won't find the name Deir Yassin on any map. The central part of
the village was until recently a mental hospital. To the east lies the
industrial area of Givat Shaul, to the north Har Hamenuchot, a Jewish
cemetery and to the west is Har Nof, an orthodox Jewish settlement. But to
the south is a valley and on the other side of that valley, on the lands of the
Palestinian village of Ein Kerem, lies the Jewish Holocaust memorial at
Yad Vashem.

You can find Deir Yassin but it's not easy to visit. There are no plaques, no
markers. The old cemetery is now full of broken graves strewn with coke
cans and condoms. The ruins of the old monastery, the deir, are unmarked
and the quarry, where the male villagers were shot, is under a fuel depot.
Note the post-massacre touch to this traditional arch

But Deir Yassin is still there and still in sight of Yad Vashem. Now, you can make what you will of that configuration, that close
proximity of Deir Yassin to Yad Yashem, and the discussion will go on, but certain truths emerge:

First, by all accounts, and according to any version of the events, what was done to the Jews of Europe, whatever it was, took
place a long distance from Yad Vashem, while what was done to the Palestinian people began right there at the village of Deir
Yassin and right there throughout the whole of Palestine.

Second, the perpetrators of any atrocities against Jews had nothing to do with Palestine or Palestinians, while perpetrators of
the Palestinian tragedy were and are both Zionists and Jew

Third, the perpetrators of atrocities against Jews have been roundly condemned over the years and punished for their crimes,
and have mostly shown contrition, while the perpetrators of the massacre at Deir Yassin have been honoured for their crimes,
continue to take pride in them, and live on in their ideology and in their deeds.

Fourth, what befell the Jews had a beginning, a middle and an end, while the assault on the Palestinians goes on with no end in
sight.

So there you have it: On the one hand the widely known symbol of the suffering of the perpetrator and on the other, the virtually
unknown symbol of the suffering of the victim. No matter who you are, perpetrator or victim, and no matter what you think, surely
the fact that Deir Yassin stands in clear sight of Yad Vashem must be the most breath-taking of ironies.

So why remember Deir Yassin? Well, Palestinians don't need DYR or anyone else for that matter to tell them why and how to
remember Deir Yassin. But we ask ourselves: What is it that binds us together and to our traditions. And the answer for me is
that it is memory. It is memory that binds a people together, to its past and shows it the way forward. To quote from a Deir Yassin
Remembered publication from 2001:

Memory is as important to nations as it is to people. As families come together to remember birthdays and anniversaries, so
nations come together to remember their national events: Bastille Day, American Independence Day, VE Day. Each of them
commemorations of national struggle. And it is these commemorations - true commemorations, not the cynical exploitations of
recent years - that connect a people to its past and point towards its future.
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And Palestinians know this. No people have more fiercely guarded their memories. After all, in 1948 the Palestinians were
supposed to go the way of the Arawaks. They were supposed to have disappeared. Yet they are still here, still with their
memories intact. Like the keys handed down, keys to houses in Haifa, Jaffa and the hundreds of lost villages and towns, like the
Palestinian parents and grandparents telling their children and their grandchildren: .Here is where you are from...This is your
home...this is who you are.

For surely, this memory of history commits people to their shared cause and renews their determination to achieve their aims.
Again, from the same document:

For Palestinians, as for all peoples, commemoration of history binds and strengthens in the realisation of national aims.

And for us all, Deir Yassin not only helps us to remember the past it also may show us a way forward. With its focus firmly on
the original crime of 1948, with its clear and unequivocal distinction between perpetrator and victim and with its call for a coming
together, but only one based on truth, Deir Yassin offers a foundation for resistance - and perhaps, even in these terrible times some kind of reconciliation.

www.deiryassinremembered.org

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Deir-Yassin-Remembered/1445798282318404?fref=ts

Gaza
01.10.2014Gaza – Putting Lives Back Together Again
The ceasefire in Gaza is just over a month old but there has been little rest for those trying to pick up what is left of their lives in
the aftermath of the greatest destruction the tiny strip of land has ever seen. Medical Aid for Palestinians (MAP) local partners
have been working around the clock trying to manage the desperate need they find all around them. Our programme currently
providing care to malnourished children has seen its number of visitors soar in the aftermath of the crisis which has left one in
every two people in Gaza unemployed and food stocks destroyed.

Another area of work that has been particularly busy is our programmes with people with disabilities. More than 11,000 people
were injured in the attacks, many of them severely. 3,000 children were among the wounded and it is estimated that as many as
1,000 may be left with lifelong permanent disability. Together with our partners we’ve been working to help people to come to
terms with their injuries and redoubling efforts to integrate people with disabilities into the community. One way they do both of
these things is by holding regular recreational days – a break from the pressures of life in Gaza. In September, two of our local
partners, the Nusirat Rehabilitation and Social Training Association (NRSTA) and El Wedad Society for Community
Rehabilitation (WSCR) held an event with those who have been taking part in their ‘Inclusive and Accessible Society for All’
programme to support and empower people with disabilities to know and understand their rights.

Haitham, one of MAP’s team members who helped to organise the day, explained why outings like this are so important,
particularly at this time:
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‘The activity aimed to help people with disabilities and their families to try to overcome the effects of the war. The event was at
Deir Al Balah beach, and 140 people from the programme, their families, and the project team, took part in the activities. These
included distributing certificates to all those who completed training sessions about disability rights and empowerment’
In Gaza however, the memory of the conflict, which touched everyone’s lives in one way or another, is ever present. Another of
the day’s activities was a memorial speech from the project team about Mai Assar, an 18-year-old with physical impairment who
was killed by an airstrike during attacks on her neighborhood this summer.
Mona Abu Atayaa, a person with hearing impairment who attended the activities, told Haitham, “the conflict was a very difficult
period and I lived in fear and terror all the time”. Samah Shaheen told Haitham she was grateful for the support she received
from the team during the attacks, “it was the happiest moment when the team would contact us to see if we were ok”.
Haitham said that ‘at the end of the day, the participants left with a sense of excitement mixed with the hope that the war will
never come back.’
Source: Medical Aid for Palestinians
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Israel has chosen to be a racist apartheid state with US support

ILAN PAPPÉ: It’s good to be on your show, Amy. There is no sign for a ceasefire on the ground itself. And there are sort of two
competing initiatives still going on: The Egyptian-Israeli initiative that actually wants to dictate to the Hamas a return to the status
quo and sort of marginalize and disregard everything that Hamas was fighting for, and there is a more serious effort that the
secretary of state was trying to push forward, John Kerry, with the help of the Qataris and the Turks, to try and address at least
some of the issues that are at the heart of this present wave of violence. But so far, none of the two has affected the reality on
the ground, apart from a certain lull in the last few hours compared to the last 20 days.

AMY GOODMAN: There were protests in Tel Aviv. How many people came out at those protests, as well as Haifa this weekend?
Were you there at the protest in Haifa, Professor Pappé?

ILAN PAPPÉ: Yes, yes, I was. Haifa, there were about 700 people. In Tel Aviv, there were 3,000. I should say that, of course, a
large number of the protesters are Palestinian citizens of Israel. So the number of Israeli Jews who are courageous enough to
come out and demonstrate is even smaller than these numbers indicate. And they were met by a very vicious reaction both from
right-wing demonstrators and very harsh—and were harshly treated by the police.

AMY GOODMAN: What do you think it’s most important for people to understand about the conflict?

ILAN PAPPÉ: I think the most important thing is the historical context. When you listen to mainstream media coverage of the
situation in Gaza, you get the impression that it all starts with an unreasonable launching of rockets into Israel by the Hamas.
And two very basic historical kind of backgrounds are being missed. The very immediate one goes back to June this year, when
Israel decided, by force, to try and demolish the Hamas politically in the West Bank and foil the attempts of the unity government
of Palestine to push forward an international campaign to bring Israel to justice on the basis of the agenda of human rights and
civil rights.

And the deeper historical context is the fact that ever since 2005, the Gaza Strip is being—or people in the Gaza Strip are being
incarcerated as criminals, and their only crime is that they are Palestinians in a geopolitical location that Israel doesn’t know how
to deal with. And when they elected democratically someone who was vowed to struggle against this ghettoizing or this siege,
Israel reacted with all its force. So, this sort of wider historical context, that would explain to people that it is a desperate attempt
to get out of the situation that your previous interviewee was talking about, is at the heart of the issue, and therefore it is soluble.
One can solve this situation by lifting the siege, by allowing the people of Gaza to be connected with their brothers and sisters in
the West Bank, and by allowing them to be connected to the world and not to live under circumstances that no one else in the
world seems to experience at this moment in time.

AMY GOODMAN: Professor Pappé, over the weekend, BBC correspondent Jon Donnison reported on what was called an
Israeli admission that Hamas was not responsible for the killing of the three Israeli teenagers in the West Bank in June. On
Twitter, Donnison said Israeli police spokesperson Micky Rosenfeld told him the suspects who killed the three teenagers were a
lone cell affiliated with Hamas but not operating under its leadership. What is the significance of this?
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ILAN PAPPÉ: It’s very significant, because this was, of course, known to the Israelis the moment they heard about this
abduction and the killing of the three young settlers. It was very clear that Israel was looking for a pretext to try and launch both
a military operation in the West Bank and in the Gaza Strip in order to try and bring back the situation in Palestine to what it was
during the failed peace process, with a sort of good domicile, the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, in a way that they could forget
about it and continue with the colonization of the West Bank without the need to change anything in their attitude or policies.
And the depression in the West Bank, the frustration, the anger, especially in May 2014, of the killing of five young Palestinians
by the Israeli army, burst out in this local action, this local initiative, that had nothing to do with the strategy of the Hamas, that
was willing to try and give Abu Mazen leeway to create a unity government and to try the new initiative—going to the United
Nations, going to international bodies, in order to make Israel accountable for more than 46 years of colonization and
occupation. So it really highlights the connection between a pretext and a policy and a strategy which has wreaked such
carnage in Gaza today.

AMY GOODMAN: Finally, Professor Pappé, you worked in Israel for years as a professor. You left Israel and now teach at the
University of Exeter in Britain. You’ve returned to Haifa. Do you see a change in your country?

ILAN PAPPÉ: Yes, unfortunately, a change for the worse. I think the Israel is at a crossroad, but it has already made its decision
which way it is going from this junction. It was in a junction where it had to decide finally whether it wants to be a democracy or
to be a racist and apartheid state, given the realities on the ground. I think Israel, in 2014, made a decision that it prefers to be a
racist apartheid state and not a democracy, and it still hopes that the United States would license this decision and provide it
with the immunity to continue with the necessary implication of such a policy vis-à-vis the Palestinians, wherever they are.

AMY GOODMAN: What do you think the U.S. should do?

ILAN PAPPÉ: Well, the U.S. should apply the basic definitions of democracy to Israel and recognize that it is giving, it’s
providing an unconditional support for a regime that systematically abuses the human rights and the civil rights of anyone who is
not a Jew between the River Jordan and the Mediterranean. If America wants clearly to support such regimes—it had done it in
the past—that’s OK. But if it feels that it wants to send a different message to the Middle East, then it really has a different
agenda of human rights—

AMY GOODMAN: We have two seconds.

ILAN PAPPÉ: Yeah, human rights and civil rights in Palestine.
The learned scholar, Professor Ilan Pappe' says :
''The most important thing is the historical context. When you listen to mainstream media coverage of the situation in Gaza, you
get the impression that it all starts with an unreasonable launching of rockets into Israel by the Hamas. And two very basic
historical kind of backgrounds are being missed. The very immediate one goes back to June this year, when Israel decided, by
force, to try and demolish the Hamas politically in the West Bank and foil the attempts of the unity government of Palestine to
push forward an international campaign to bring Israel to justice on the basis of the agenda of human rights and civil rights.
''And the deeper historical context is the fact that ever since 2005, the Gaza Strip is being—or people in the Gaza Strip are
being incarcerated as criminals, and their only crime is that they are Palestinians in a geopolitical location that Israel doesn’t
know how to deal with. And when they elected democratically someone who was vowed to struggle against this ghettoizing or
this siege, Israel reacted with all its force. So, this sort of wider historical context, that would explain to people that it is a
desperate attempt to get out of the situation that your previous interviewee was talking about, is at the heart of the issue, and
therefore it is soluble. One can solve this situation by lifting the siege, by allowing the people of Gaza to be connected with their
brothers and sisters in the West Bank, and by allowing them to be connected to the world and not to live under circumstances
that no one else in the world seems to experience at this moment in time.''

And reactionary supporters of Nutty-Yahoo, Avigdore Lieberman, Naftali Bennet and their ilk in Israel and The USA have an
electrical storm in the head at the cold, logic of words of words such as those. Part of the problem in USUK is the 'manufactured
myopia', ergo fyi http://tinyurl.com/kpda9m7 People have to try to calmly grasp the essential facts but there is such resistance to
that, eg. please also consider :
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''On Israel and Palestine'', by Patrick Youngblood : http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/25185-on-israel-and-palestine &
also fyi, try to consider :



http://mondoweiss.net/ ; http://jfjfp.com/ ; http://www.nkusa.org/ ; http://mikopeled.com/ ..et al.

The secret report that helps Israel hide facts - The slickness of Israel's spokesmen is rooted in
directions set down by the pollster Frank Luntz
Israeli spokesmen have their work cut out explaining how they have killed more than 1,000 Palestinians in Gaza, most of them
civilians, compared with just three civilians killed in Israel by Hamas rocket and mortar fire. But on television and radio and in
newspapers, Israeli government spokesmen such as Mark Regev appear slicker and less aggressive than their predecessors,
who were often visibly indifferent to how many Palestinians were killed. There is a reason for this enhancement of the PR skills
of Israeli spokesmen. Going by what they say, the playbook they are using is a professional, well-researched and confidential
study on how to influence the media and public opinion in America and Europe. Written by the expert Republican pollster and
political strategist Dr Frank Luntz, the study was commissioned five years ago by a group called The Israel Project, with offices
in the US and Israel, for use by those "who are on the front lines of fighting the media war for Israel".

Every one of the 112 pages in the booklet is marked "not for distribution or publication" and it is easy to see why. The Luntz
report, officially entitled "The Israel project's 2009 Global Language Dictionary, was leaked almost immediately to Newsweek
Online, but its true importance has seldom been appreciated. It should be required reading for everybody, especially journalists,
interested in any aspect of Israeli policy because of its "dos and don'ts" for Israeli spokesmen. These are highly illuminating
about the gap between what Israeli officials and politicians really believe, and what they say, the latter shaped in minute detail
by polling to determine what Americans want to hear. Certainly, no journalist interviewing an Israeli spokesman should do so
without reading this preview of many of the themes and phrases employed by Mr Regev and his colleagues. The booklet is full
of meaty advice about how they should shape their answers for different audiences. For example, the study says that
"Americans agree that Israel 'has a right to defensible borders'. But it does you no good to define exactly what those borders
should be. Avoid talking about borders in terms of pre- or post-1967, because it only serves to remind Americans of Israel's
military history. Particularly on the left this does you harm. For instance, support for Israel's right to defensible borders drops
from a heady 89 per cent to under 60 per cent when you talk about it in terms of 1967."

How about the right of return for Palestinian refugees who were expelled or fled in 1948 and in the following years, and who are
not allowed to go back to their homes? Here Dr Luntz has subtle advice for spokesmen, saying that "the right of return is a
tough issue for Israelis to communicate effectively because much of Israeli language sounds like the 'separate but equal' words
of the 1950s segregationists and the 1980s advocates of Apartheid. The fact is, Americans don't like, don't believe and don't
accept the concept of 'separate but equal'." So how should spokesmen deal with what the booklet admits is a tough question?
They should call it a "demand", on the grounds that Americans don't like people who make demands. "Then say 'Palestinians
aren't content with their own state. Now they're demanding territory inside Israel'." Other suggestions for an effective Israeli
response include saying that the right of return might become part of a final settlement "at some point in the future".

Dr Luntz notes that Americans as a whole are fearful of mass immigration into the US, so mention of "mass Palestinian
immigration" into Israel will not go down well with them. If nothing else works, say that the return of Palestinians would "derail
the effort to achieve peace". The Luntz report was written in the aftermath of Operation Cast Lead in December 2008 and
January 2009, when 1,387 Palestinians and nine Israelis were killed. There is a whole chapter on "isolating Iran-backed Hamas
as an obstacle to peace". Unfortunately, come the current Operation Protective Edge, which began on 6 July, there was a
problem for Israeli propagandists because Hamas had quarrelled with Iran over the war in Syria and had no contact with Tehran.
Friendly relations have been resumed only in the past few days – thanks to the Israeli invasion.

Much of Dr Luntz's advice is about the tone and presentation of the Israeli case. He says it is absolutely crucial to exude
empathy for Palestinians: "Persuadables [sic] won't care how much you know until they know how much you care. Show
Empathy for BOTH sides!" This may explain why a number of Israeli spokesman are almost lachrymose about the plight of
Palestinians being pounded by Israeli bombs and shells. In a sentence in bold type, underlined and with capitalisation, Dr Luntz
says that Israeli spokesmen or political leaders must never, ever justify "the deliberate slaughter of innocent women and
children" and they must aggressively challenge those who accuse Israel of such a crime. Israeli spokesmen struggled to be true
to this prescription when 16 Palestinians were killed in a UN shelter in Gaza last Thursday. There is a list of words and phrases
to be used and a list of those to be avoided. Schmaltz is at a premium: "The best way, the only way, to achieve lasting
peace is to achieve mutual respect." Above all, Israel's desire for peace with the Palestinians should be emphasised at all
times because this what Americans overwhelmingly want to happen. But any pressure on Israel to actually make peace can be
reduced by saying "one step at a time, one day at a time", which will be accepted as "a commonsense approach to the land-forpeace equation".
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Dr Luntz cites as an example of an "effective Israeli sound bite" one which reads: "I particularly want to reach out to Palestinian
mothers who have lost their children. No parent should have to bury their child." The study admits that the Israeli government
does not really want a two-state solution, but says this should be masked because 78 per cent of Americans do. Hopes for the
economic betterment of Palestinians should be emphasised. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is quoted with approval for
saying that it is "time for someone to ask Hamas: what exactly are YOU doing to bring prosperity to your people". The hypocrisy
of this beggars belief: it is the seven-year-old Israeli economic siege that has reduced the Gaza to poverty and misery. On
every occasion, the presentation of events by Israeli spokesmen is geared to giving Americans and Europeans the impression
that Israel wants peace with the Palestinians and is prepared to compromise to achieve this, when all the evidence is that it
does not. Though it was not intended as such, few more revealing studies have been written about modern Israel in times of war
and peace.
Patrick Cockburn, Independent, Sunday 27 July 2014

Homes & Institutions attacked
01.10.2014
Settlers take over 7 E. Jerusalem homes in dead of night
‘Settlers say that they bought the house, but they haven’t shown us any documents,’ says one Palestinian woman
whose home settlers took over Tuesday morning. ‘Now they’re sleeping in my bed; all of our clothes and furniture is
still inside.’
Israeli settlers took over seven homes in the Silwan neighborhood of East Jerusalem Tuesday morning, primarily in Wadi Hilwe,
the neighborhood’s main thoroughfare. According to residents, the settlers arrived at around 2 a.m., escorted by large numbers
of riot police. “I was still awake, here in the store,” said neighborhood resident Ahmed Qareen, the owner of a small market in
Wadi Hilwe. “I saw a large group of settlers and police but I didn’t think that they were going to take more homes. I assumed that
it was somehow related to your (Jewish) holidays now, that they were walking around here at such an hour.”

The Hayat family home in Silwan, September 30, 2014. (Photo by Oren Ziv/Activestills.org)

One of the houses that the settlers took over in the dead of night was the Hayat family home. Like many other houses in the
neighborhood, the building is split into a number of apartment units, most of which are occupied by family members. Two of
them are now occupied by settlers.
In the building’s internal stairwell that connects the apartments, sits Bushra Hayat, whose eyes are dashing back and forth
tracking the police officers walking into the apartment that until yesterday was hers. “We have two apartments here, one that my
father rents out and we live in the other one. The two apartments were empty yesterday. My father wasn’t here and I slept at my
uncle’s house, here, downstairs. They knew ahead of time when the houses would be empty and that’s why they came [now].”
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“They know what we are doing at all times,” Ahmed Qareen says with a smile. “Look around: the whole neighborhood is full of
their security cameras, some of them are pointed directly into our houses. They know better than us what’s happening here.”

Israeli riot police at the entrance to the Hayat family home, September 30, 2014. (Photo by Oren Ziv/Activestills.org)

Ahmed knows what it’s like to live right next to settlers in Silwan, of which there are now some 70 families. Five years ago,
Ahmed was shot in his leg at short range by an Israeli soldier, right in front of his son. ( Hebrew) The Israeli prosecution decided
not to put the soldier on trial, instead closing the case. (Hebrew). The dirt alley that leads to the Hayat family home is littered
with stones and various flags, perhaps a sign of what took place here early this morning. But by the afternoon, almost complete
quiet stood over the place. A group of Palestinian youths is standing outside the house and are looking at the cops, who are
coming and going. “What are you waiting for?” I ask. “For Allah’s benevolence,” the oldest one answers.

Inside the building, Bushra is going up and down the stairs, making her way in between the police officers, trying to steal
another glance into the apartment in which settlers are now holed up. Earlier she broke a side window and now through it she
can see that the new tenants have already managed to tear down one of the walls. They’ve also already put bars on the outside
windows — efficient. All the while, she’s trying to find out how her diabetic father is doing; his condition deteriorated after
clashing with the police and he is now in the hospital. “He arrived early in the morning, when he heard. When he got here, they
had already changed the locks and he wasn’t able to open the door to the house. I wasn’t able to with my key either.” “They say
that they bought the house,” she continues,” but they haven’t shown us any documents. We asked them — I yelled at them to
show us a purchase contract, but they didn’t show us anything.” In many ways, the settlement in Silwan is considered to be the
flagship of the the East Jerusalem settlements, particularly because of its location — nearly touching the Old City’s walls — a
short walk from the Dung Gate. The goal is clear: changing the neighborhood’s national (religious demographic) character, first
into a mixed Israeli-Palestinian neighborhood, but with aspirations to paint as much land as possible in blue and white.

This project, in which the central player is a settler NGO called Elad, is taking place on two parallel tracks: the first track is taking
over public spaces like the City of David National Park run by Elad; the second is by taking over private homes. Some of the
homes are handed over to the settlers who claim they have purchased them, and others are taken with the help of official
Israel using the Absentee Property Law, despite the fact that a number of attorneys general have been highly critical of the law’s
use in Jerusalem. To learn more about the close cooperation between Israeli government actors and settler organizations in
taking over properties in Silwan, I recommend reading this comprehensive report by Ir-Amim: Shady Dealings in Silwan.
An hour later, Bushra takes advantage of the police officers’ lunch break in order to once again try and go see what’s happening
inside the house. “I can’t stand it,” she says, choking up. “They’re sleeping in my bed right now. All of our things are still there.
All of the furniture, our clothes, everything. Even my baby brother’s diapers.”
Source: Orly Noy This article was first published on +972′s Hebrew-language sister site, Local Call.
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House Demolition & Displacement
24.10.2014
Palestinian Popular School in Samra threatened with demolition
I just signed the petition "Bejamin Netanyahu: Stop the demolition of Samra School" on Change.org. It's important. Will you sign
it too? Here's the link:
http://www.change.org/p/bejamin-netanyahu-stop-the-demolition-of-samra-school?
recruiter=52074628&utm_campaign=signature_receipt&utm_medium=email&utm_source=share_petition
Sarah
Three years ago I spent the night in Samra to support the families whose homes had been threatened with demolition. They had
been served with many demolition orders over the years, and had successfully challenged them in court. This time they were
given 3 days warning, with no time to mount a legal challenge. A few days later the Israeli army came and destroyed several
buildings - the people were distraught. We cannot allow the illegal occupying forces to destroy this, or any other Palestinian
community.

Israeli Organisations
11.10.2014
Crusaders and Zionists
LATELY, THE words "Crusaders" and "Zionists" have been appearing more and more often as twins. In a documentary about
ISIS I just saw, they appeared together in almost every sentence uttered by the Islamist fighters, including teenagers. Some
sixty years ago I wrote an article whose title was just that: "Crusaders and Zionists". Perhaps it was the first on that subject. It
raised a lot of opposition. At the time, it was a Zionist article of faith that no such similarity existed, tut-tut-tut. Unlike the
Crusaders, the Jews are a nation. Unlike the Crusaders, who were barbarians compared to the civilized Muslims of their time,
Zionists are technically superior. Unlike the Crusaders, the Zionists relied on their own manual labor. (That was before the SixDay War, of course.)
I HAVE already told the story several times of my attachment to the Crusaders' history, but I can't resist the temptation to tell it
again. During the 1948 war my commando unit was fighting in the South. When the war ended, a narrow strip of land along the
Mediterranean Sea remained in Egyptian hands. We called it the "Gaza Strip" and built outposts around it. A few years later, I
read Steven Runciman's monumental "A History of the Crusades". My attention was immediately drawn to a curious
coincidence: after the First Crusade, a strip of territory along the sea was left in the hands of the Egyptians, extending a few
kilometers beyond Gaza. The Crusaders built a string of fortifications to contain it. They were in almost the same places as our
own outposts. When I finished reading the three volumes, I did something I never did before or since: I wrote a letter to the
author. After praising the work, I asked: Did you ever think about the similarity between them and us? The answer arrived within
days. Not only did he think about it, Runciman wrote, but he thought about it all the time. Indeed, he wanted to subtitle the book
"A guide for the Zionists on how not to do it". However, he added, "my Jewish friends advised against it." If I ever chanced to
pass through London, he added, he would be glad if I called on him.
I happened to be in London a few months later and called him. He asked me to come over immediately. (The name Runciman
was familiar to me: his father, Walter, a viscount, was sent by Neville Chamberlain in 1938 to mediate between Nazi Germany
and the Czechs, and scandalized the world by greeting the Germans with "Heil Hitler".) STEVEN RUNCIMAN answered the bell
himself, a tall British gentleman of about fifty. Being an incurable anglophile, I was enchanted by his courteous aristocratic
manner. After a glass of sherry, we sank into a discussion of the Crusader-Zionist parallel, and lost all sense of time. For hours
we compared events and names. Who was the Crusader Herzl (Pope Urban), who the Crusader Ben-Gurion? (Godfrey?
Baldwin?), who the Zionist Reynald of Chatillon (Moshe Dayan), who the Israeli Raymond of Tripoli, who advocated peace with
the Muslims? (Runciman graciously pointed to me). Years later, Runciman invited my wife and me to Scotland, where he had
moved to live in an old watchtower near Lockerbie, built as a defense against England. Over dinner served by a lone
manservant he spoke about the ghosts haunting the place. Rachel and I were astonished when we realized that he really
believed in them.
THE TWO historical movements were separated by at least six centuries, and their political, social, cultural and military
backgrounds are, of course, totally different. But some similarities are evident. Both the Crusaders and the Zionists (as well as
the Philistines before them) invaded Palestine from the West. They lived with their backs to the sea and Europe, facing the
Muslim-Arab world. They lived in permanent war. At the time, Jews identified with the Arabs. The horrible massacres of the
Jewish communities along the Rhine committed by some Crusaders on their way to the Holy Land are deeply imprinted in
Jewish consciousness. Upon conquering Jerusalem, the Crusaders committed another heinous crime by slaughtering all
Muslim and Jewish inhabitants, men women and children, wading "to their knees in blood", as a Christian chronicler put it.
Haifa, one of the last towns to fall to the Crusaders, was fiercely defended by its Jewish inhabitants, fighting shoulder to
shoulder with the Muslim garrison.
I WAS brought up hating the Crusaders, but I was not conscious of the abysmal hatred Muslims felt for them until I asked the
Arab-Israeli writer Emil Habibi to sign a manifesto for an Israeli-Palestinian partnership over Jerusalem. In it, I had listed all the
cultures that had in the past enriched the city. When Habibi saw that I had included the Crusaders, he refused to sign. "They
were a bunch of murderers!" he exclaimed. I had to omit them. When Arabs couple us with the Crusaders, they clearly want to
say that we, too, are foreign intruders, strangers to this country and this region. That's why the comparison is so dangerous. If
the Arabs entertain such a deep hatred for the Crusaders after six centuries, how are they ever to become reconciled with us?
Instead of wasting our time on the debate about whether we are similar or not, we would be well advised to learn from the
Crusaders' history.
THE FIRST lesson concerns the question of identity. Who are we? Are we Europeans facing a hostile region? Are we "a wall
against Asiatic barbarism", as Theodor Herzl proclaimed? Are we "a villa in the jungle", according to the famous dictum of Ehud
Barak? In short, do we see ourselves as belonging to this region or as Europeans who accidentally landed on the wrong
continent? To my mind, this is the basic question of Zionism, going back to its first day, and dictating everything they have done
to this very day. In my booklet "War or Peace in the Semitic Region", which I published on the eve of the 1948 war, I posed this
question in the very first sentence. For the Crusaders, this was not a question at all. They were the flower of European
knighthood and they came to fight the Saracens. They made Hudnas (truces) with Arab rulers, mainly the emirs of Damascus,
but fighting Islam was their very raison d'etre. The few advocates of peace and reconciliation, like the aforementioned Raymond
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of Tripoli, were despised outsiders. Israel is in a similar situation. True, we never admit that we want war, it is always the Arabs
who refuse peace. But from its first day, the State of Israel has refused to fix its borders, being ever ready for expansion by force
– exactly like the Crusaders. Today, 66 years after the founding of our state, more than half of the daily news in our media
concerns the war with the Arabs, inside and outside Israel. (Last week, our Minister of Agriculture, Ya'ir Shamir, demanded that
we take urgent measures to limit the birthrate of the Bedouins in the Negev - like Pharaoh in the biblical story.)
Israel suffers from a deep-seated sense of existential insecurity, which finds its expression in myriad forms. Since Israel is in
many ways a conspicuous success story and a world-class military power, this sense of insecurity often gives rise to
wonderment. I believe that its root is this feeling of not belonging to the region in which we live, of being a villa in the jungle,
which really means being a fortified ghetto in the region. It could be said that this feeling is natural, since most Israelis are of
European descent. But that is not true. 20% of Israeli citizens are Arabs. At least half of the Jews have come here (they or their
parents) from Arab countries, where they spoke Arabic and listened to Arab music. The greatest Sephardi thinker, Moses
Maimonides (Rambam in Hebrew) spoke and wrote Arabic and was the personal physician of the great Salah ad-Din (Saladin).
He was as much an Arab Jew as Baruch Spinoza was a Portuguese Jew and Moses Mendelssohn a German Jew. WERE THE
Crusaders a small aristocratic minority in their state, as Zionist historians always contend? Depends on how you count. When
the first Crusaders arrived in Palestine, the majority of the population was still Christian of various Eastern sects. However, the
Catholic invaders did look upon them as inferior strangers. The Poulains, as they were called, were despised and discriminated
against. They felt themselves closer to the Arabs than to the hated "Franks", and did not mourn when these were finally ejected.
Most of these Christians later converted to Islam, and were the forefathers of many of today's Muslim Palestinians.
Another lesson is to treat immigration seriously. In Crusader society, there was a constant coming and going. Just now, a
flaming debate about immigration is going on in Israel. Young people, mostly well educated, with their children, are leaving for
Berlin and other European and American cities. Every year, Israelis look anxiously at the balance sheet: how many were driven
to Israel by anti-Semitism, how many were driven by war and right-wing extremism back to Europe? This was a tragedy for the
Crusaders. One main reason for the Zionist rejection of the Crusader parallel is their sorry end. After almost 200 years in
Palestine, with many ups and downs, the last Crusaders were literally thrown into the sea from the jetty of Acre. As the former
underground chief and prime minister, Yitzhak Shamir, the father of Ya'ir, was fond of saying: "The sea is the same sea and the
Arabs are the same Arabs." Of course, the Crusaders had no nuclear bombs and no German submarines.
WHEN ISIS and other Arabs use the term Crusaders, they do not mean only the medieval invaders. They mean all American
and European Christians. When they speak about Zionists, they mean all Jewish Israelis, and often all Jews. I believe that this
coupling of the two terms is extremely dangerous for us. I am not afraid of ISIS' military capabilities, which are negligible, but of
the power of their ideas. No American bomber is going to eradicate these. It is getting late. We must de-couple ourselves from
the Crusaders, ancient and modern. 132 years after the arrival of the first modern Zionists in Palestine, it is high time for us to
define ourselves as we really are: a new nation born in this country, belonging to this region, natural allies of its struggle for
freedom.
Source: Uri Avnery, Gush Shalom

Israeli Politics
22.10.2014
Video
Israeli Soldiers detain developmentally-disabled Palestinian child in Hebron, 19 Oct. 2014

Israeli Soldiers detain
developmentallydisabled Palesti...
View
on www.youtube.com

18.07.2014

Preview by Yahoo

“The Israeli Dream”: The Criminal Roadmap Towards “Greater Israel”? Ethnic
Cleansing Planned in the Middle East? History, Legality Ignored
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The concept of a “Greater Israel” according to the founding father of Zionism Theodore Herzl, is a Jewish State stretching
“’From the Brook of Egypt to the Euphrates.’
Rabbi Fischmann, of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, stated to the UN Special Committee on 9th July 1947 that:
The Promised Land extends from the River of Egypt up to the Euphrates, it includes parts of Syria and Lebanon’”, wrote Michel
Chossudovsky. (1)
Thus “from the Nile to the Euphrates.” Herzl’s detailed thesis was written in 1904.

Quoted in the same article is Mahdi Darius Nazemroaya on The Yinon Plan (1982) “ … a continuation of Britain’s colonial design
in the Middle East”:
“(The Yinon plan) is an Israeli strategic plan to ensure Israeli regional superiority. It insists and stipulates that Israel must
reconfigure its geo-political environment through the balkanization of the surrounding Arab states into smaller and weaker
states.

“Israeli strategists viewed Iraq as their biggest strategic challenge from an Arab state. This is why Iraq was outlined as the
centerpiece to the balkanization of the Middle East and the Arab World. In Iraq, on the basis of the concepts of the Yinon Plan,
Israeli strategists have called for the division of Iraq into a Kurdish state and two Arab states, one for Shiite Muslims and the
other for Sunni Muslims. The first step towards establishing this was a war between Iraq and Iran, which the Yinon Plan
discusses.”

At the time Yinon wrote, the eight year, Western driven Iran-Iraq war was into its second year – with another six grinding years
of loss, tragedy and heartbreak, valleys of widows, orphans, maimed, on both sides of their common border. The toll on life and
health was compared to World War 1. Iraq of course, in an historic error, had virtually been fighting a proxy war for an American
regime, even then obsessed with Islam, which, in Iran they had decided was the wrong sort of Islam. What the faith of a nation
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thousands of miles away had to do with Capitol Hill, remains a mystery.
The day after that devastating war ended, the US replaced Iraq over the then USSR as the country which was the biggest threat
to America. A devastated, war torn nation of, at the time, just under seventeen million people. (2)
Then came the dispute with Kuwait over alleged oil theft and Dinar destabilizing with the then US Ambassador April Glaspie
personally giving Saddam Hussein the green light to invade should he choose. The subsequent nation paralyzing UN embargo
followed, then the 2003 decimation and occupation – another orchestrated downward spiral – and tragedy and now open talk of
what has been planned for decades, the break up of Iraq.

Greater Israel” requires the breaking up of the existing Arab states into small states.

“Mission accomplished” for both the US with its long planned redrawing of the Middle East and North Africa – and Israel, through
whose friendship with the Iraqi Kurdish autocracy, was set to become pretty well a partner in an autonomous, independent Iraqi
Kurdistan. Dream come true, from “the Nile to the Euphrates”, the final fruition of near seventy years of manipulation and
aggression for domination of the entire region.

The all is also the vision of the super hawk, dreamer of destruction of nations, Lt Colonel Ralph Peters since the early 1990s.
Here is his 2006 version (3.) Peters is a man whose vision of eternal war is seemingly an eternal wet dream. Here, again, for
anyone unaware of the Colonel, is a repeat of that dream (US Army War College Quarterly, Summer 1997):

“There will be no peace. At any given moment for the rest of our lifetimes, there will be multiple conflicts … around the globe.
Violent conflict will dominate the headlines, but cultural and economic struggles will be steadier and ultimately more decisive.
(US armed forces will keep) the world safe for our economy and open to our cultural assault. To those ends, we will do a fair
amount of killing.
“We have entered an age of constant conflict.”
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Peters would make some of history’s most megalomaniacal expansionists look like gift offering peaceniks. His cartographic
monument to arrogance: “The New Map of the Middle East Project”, of geographical restructure in far away places of which he
gave less than a damn, was published in the Armed Forces Journal in June 2006.\

It was surely no coincidence that on 1st May 2006 Joe Biden, long time Member of the US Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations – now US Vice President of course – and Leslie Gelb, President Emeritus of the Committee, joint authored a New
York Times piece (4) urging the break up of Iraq, dividing the country on ethnic lines: “ … giving each ethno-religious group –
Kurd, Sunni Arab and Shiite Arab …” their own ethnic and political ghettos. Ignorance on wide inter-marriage, inter-relations,
until 2003, inter-communities at every level for millennia, mixed neighbourhoods, shared celebrations, religious festivals, joys
and heartaches, boggle the imagination. The deluded article is entitled: “Unity through autonomy in Iraq.” Think non-sequeta,
think mixed marriages, does the husband live in a “Sunni” ghetto and the wife a “Shia” one, for example? “The Kurdish, Sunni
and Shiite regions would each be responsible for their own domestic laws, administration and internal security.” A “five point
plan” of ghettoisation, destruction, delusion and wickedness, the US-Israeli game plan for Iraq, with the UK as ever, tagging
along dreaming of days of empire when, with France, Iraq and the region’s borders were imperially tinkered with just short of a
hundred years ago (5.)

Aside from the shaming arrogance and illegality of the plan, ignorance is total. Clearly there is no knowledge in the great annals
of the US State Department, Department of Foreign Affairs or the CIA of Iraq’s religious and ethnic minorities, also co-existing
for centuries: Christians, Mandaeans, Yazidis, Turkmen, Jews, Zoroastrians, Bahai, Kakai’s, Shabaks – and indeed those who
regard themselves as non-religious.

By October 2007 Joe Biden had: “attempted to create a reality when an overwhelming majority of the US Senate voted for his
non-binding Resolution to divide Iraq in to three parts … (with) the Washington Post reporting that the 75-23 Senate vote was a
‘significant milestone’ ” in the severing of Iraq in to three, wrote Tom Engelhardt (6.) Engelhardt is seemingly the only eagle eye
to have picked up that: “The (tripartite) structure is spelled out in Iraq’s Constitution, but Biden would initiate local and regional
diplomatic efforts to hasten its evolution.” The Constitution, written under US imposed “Viceroy” Paul Bremer, is of course,
entirely invalid, since it is illegal to re-write a Constitution under an occupation. “Only the Kurds, eager for an independent
State, welcomed the plan.” What, ponders Engelhardt, with forensic reality, would be the reaction if Iraq, or Iran for example:
“passed a non-binding Resolution to divide the United States in to semi-autonomous bio-regions?”
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He concludes that: “such acts would, of course, be considered not just outrageous and insulting, but quite mad.” In Iraq
however: “at best it would put an American stamp of approval on the continuing ethnic cleansing of Iraq.” However, the US
Administration’s commitment is clear, Joe Biden, a self confessed Zionist, stated at the annual J Street Conference in
September 2013: “If there were not an Israel, we would have to invent one to make sure our interests were preserved.” (7) Think
oil, gas, strategic aims. Biden assured his audience that: “America’s support for Israel is unshakable, period. Period, period.”
(sic) He stressed a number of times the commitment that President Obama had to Israel. His own long and deep connections,
he related, stretched back to a meeting with then Prime Minister Golda Meir when he was a freshman Senator and latterly his
hours spent with Prime Minister Netanyahu. The latest meeting was in January this year when he travelled to Israel to pay his
respects to the late Ariel Sharon and subsequently spent two hours alone in discussion with Netanyahu.

It is surely coincidence that subsequently the rhetoric for the division of Iraq accelerated. Israel has had “military, intelligence
and business ties with the Kurds since the 1960s” viewing them as “a shared buffer between Arab adversaries.” In June
Netanyahu told Tel Aviv University’s INSS think tank: “We should … support the Kurdish aspiration for independence”, after
“outlining what he described as the collapse of Iraq and other Middle East regions …”(8) Iraq’s internal affairs being none of
Israel’s business obviously does not occur (apart from their outrageous historic aspirations for the region in spite of being the
newly arriving regional guest.) The howls of Israeli fury when even basic human rights for Palestinians in their eroded and stolen
lands are suggested for the last sixty six years, however, metaphorically deafen the world. Of course Kurdistan has now laid
claim to Kirkuk, with its vast oil deposits. The plan for the Northern Iraq-Haifa pipeline, an Israeli aspiration from the time of that
country’s establishment can surely also not have been far from Netanyahu’s mind. An independent Kurdistan, which indeed it
has enjoyed almost entirely within Iraq, since 1992 – and immediately betrayed the Iraqi State by inviting in Israel and the CIA –
would herald the planned dismemberment of Iraq. It is darkly ironic, that whether relating to the break up of their lands or
ghettoisation of those of Iraqis and Palestinians, this mirrors the plan of Adolf Eichmann, the architect of ethnic cleansing, who,
after the outbreak of Word War II “arranged for Jews to be concentrated into ghettos in major cities …” he also devised plans for
Jewish “reservations.”

Additionally he was an architect of forcible expulsion, one of the charges brought against him after he was captured by Israel’s
Mossad and Shin Bet in Argentina in 1960. He was tried in Israel, found guilty of war crimes and hanged in 1962. Ironically his
pre-Nazi employment had been as an oil salesman (9.) Can Israel and the “international community” really be planning to mirror
Eichmann by repatriating and ethnic cleansing? Will nations never look in to history’s mirror?
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http://www.nytimes.com/2006/05/01/opinion/01biden.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
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Source: Felicity Arbuthnot Global Research 18 July 2014

Media & Publicity
01.10.2014
7,000 call for action over BBC’s Head of Statistics
This week PSC sent an open letter, signed by 7,000 people, to the BBC. The letter calls for the removal of the broadcaster's
Head of Statistics from all reporting on Palestine and Israel. The demand followed an article published on the BBC website, in
which the Head of Statistics, Anthony Reuben, misused Palestinian casualty figures in an attempt to back up Israel's claims that
it had not targeted civilians during its July/August assault on Gaza.
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Read PSC’s media release on Reuben
BBC twists casualty figures to whitewash Gaza massacre

02.10.2014

7,000 call for removal of BBC journalist from reporting on Palestine

Thank you to everyone who signed PSC’s open letter to the BBC calling for the removal of Anthony Reuben, the BBC’s Head of
Statistics, from reporting on Palestine and Israel. 7,000 people signed the letter in less than two weeks, and it was delivered,
along with all signatures, to the Director General at the beginning of this week.
More details here: http://www.palestinecampaign.org/7000-people-call-removal-bbc-journalist-reporting-palestine-2/
Thank you for all emails this week, and apologies for those I haven’t replied to yet. I’ll be back in the office on Monday, and will
get back to you then.
Fair News - Monitoring the Media's Coverage of Palestine and Israel
Palestine Solidarity Campaign

06.10.2014

Case number CAS-2812954-J2S464 - J Humphrys R4Today

Dear ESC,
I am not satisfied with the BBC’s response to this complaint.
Richard Hutt was right that this interview was “not altogether successful in shedding light on the matters at hand,” It was a
disaster. I believe this lies with John Humphreys. Dr Abdullah spoke from a Palestine being bombed for the nth time; occupied
for decades, the life being squeezed out of Gaza; all reported on by UN, NGOs etc etc for years; and with the West only making
feeble requests to Israel to abide by International Law. That is his background. So his frustration and anger and inarticulateness
are totally understandable. But the rudeness and arrogance of Humphreys, a professional presenter, sitting safely in his London
office, are not. We are constantly told Humphrey's questioning is robust and challenging. When will the BBC accept that he is
just plain rude?
Palestinians do not have the huge, sophisticated propaganda machine that backs up Israel+. Please look at the techniques
described in the link below, they are being used on your staff. Israeli spokespeople have more in common with BBC presenters
than Abdullah, or other Palestinians, who are from a different culture and interviewed in a second or possibly third language.
These are factors that any half decent interviewer would take into account. The onus is on Humphreys to know this and respond
appropriately. And with considerably more interviewing techniques than "rigour" or bullying- if he wants to elicit information.
Broadcasting is about the voice. Please listen to these interviews and note inflection, tone, sighs etc in each interview. I don't
expect "identikit" interviews. But my abiding memory is of the arrogance of Humphreys, his sarcasm, “use words of one syllable”
and his patronising offensiveness with Abdullah. This cannot be excused/covered by being called “challenging.” This was
absent in his interview with Regev. I should add that as an Indian woman, who grew up in the very white Britain of the 50s, I
learnt a lot about peoples' attitudes not through their words, but through their voice.
Deliberately or not, evident from his voice, lack of "rigour" i.e. rudeness, Humphreys treated Regev with civility. He was even
allowed to say somewhat pathetically that Hamas should - stop the killings, stop the kidnappings. Apart from the 3 teenagers,
there had been no kidnappings, and I didn't know of any Israelis deaths at this stage. (But I could tell you about Palestinians
deaths and kidnappings, the latter quite routine in the West Bank.) This dramatic ploy was a lie. Why didn't Humphreys
challenge this? He could have said, "don't talk rubbish," or " that's nonsense" or "give me some names." It did not happen
and as a result the public think that Palestinians are killing and kidnapping Israelis. I dont think he is capable of using the same
kind of manner with Regev as he used with Abdullah.
As to his question about living in Gaza, it was bit like something you would ask over a cup of coffee. Not in an interview in time
of war. I would not like to live there because of the siege, the fence, the constant drones, the sewage i.e. the Siege and the
stranglehold that Israel has on it.
I agree with R HUtt's comment that we need answers which "might tell listeners more about what was happening..."
Abdullah brought up History. Humphreys said words to the effect - we know all that. Well, the British public don't. Research has
shown that " focus groups were largely unaware of the Israeli occupation, often believing the Palestinians are the
occupiers"* This is among viewers and listeners in higher education. But what angered me the most, at the time, was that
Abdullah was trying to make points about a role for the international community, and much more, and he was not allowed to. He
was interrupted and disparaged. And I felt some valuable was being lose.
Finally, I disagree with R Hutt's explanation for the following statement being used as a means to "draw out the guest." “if
you’re saying this morning that nothing can move forward until Israel is destroyed, well, at least we know what your
position is. But that isn’t your position is it?” It seemed Humphreys was trying to provoke him, a clever ploy. It reminded
me of the uses of rhetoric in Julius Caesar It leaves in the mind of the listener that Abdullah is saying he wants Israel
destroyed. It is well known that people tend to remember the first part of a sentence. To me, this is an example of dishonest,
manipulative practice. Would you agree, this is not "interviewing?" And it was a waste of time.
As someone who feared that the Israeli attack was going to turn into a terrible catastrophe for the Palestinians (which it did), I
despaired. This was an opportunity to hear other options, what R Hutt called "insightful contribution." But Humphreys just
interrupted Abdullah and a chance for proper exploration had gone. If Humphreys, or any other reporter, does not have the
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skills to elicit information, they should not do the job. The programme should not be about presenters' egos. It is too important
for that. And it should not be about their own bias.
My complaint remains. I would like this taken to the Trust. I would also be grateful if someone could sends me a recording of
these two interviews. Thank you.
+ https://www.transcend.org/tms/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/sf-israel-projects-2009-global-language-dictionary.pdf
*BBC is 'confusing cause and effect' in its Israeli coverage

12.10.2014

Israeli ShinBet documentary – BBC2 11 October 2014

I caught most of the Shin Bet documentary last night on BBC 2, and the post-programme analysis on a special edition of
Newsnight. The film showed how the Israeli security didn't get what they wanted all of the time and this is no doubt what
softened it in American eyes, to get an Oscar nomination. I felt the later discussion was "won" by Ahmad Khalidi, who made all
the right arguments, as opposed to the ex-Israeli security goon who, despite her conversationally American accent, made only
the deceptive ones. I didn't think Avi Shlaim was animated enough for TV (a requirement) and was mildly surprised that Lyse
Doucet was "even-handed" - but I think she was criticised when reporting the recent horrors in Gaza - she went missing from
the screen for a day or two after that.

15.10.2014

Radio Times article heralds unashamedly biased reporting on the BBC

“The Radio Times Looks Forward to Biased News
“There was an article in last week’s Radio Times… which threatened to make such bias official. “Written by one of the news
staff, the article suggested that the impartiality customarily expected of the Beeb would soon be a thing of the past. It had gone
from American broadcasting, which had suffered no loss of audience as a result. “American news broadcasting, the article
claimed, had been enlivened andinvigorated [bolding mine] by presenters and news anchors with a distinct, unconcealed bias.
“How would the British public react, it asked, if a reporter or news anchor over here made various critical remarks about the
state of the three main parties? “It then gave examples of the type of comments that could be made. The article left you in no
doubt that the period of official impartiality on the Beeb was limited, and that with a few years it would be gone.”

You are strongly urged to read the rest of the article. It concludes: “It’s not the Beeb I want, and the movement to embrace
blatant party political bias should be stopped now, long before it gets started.”
Hear, hear. Vox Political has two complaints against biased reporting by the BBC, under consideration at the moment.
This revelation could have a huge bearing on the way those complaints are handled.
Follow me on Twitter: @MidWalesMike
Join the Vox Political Facebook page.

SOURCE: MIKE SIVIER IN CORRUPTION, DISCRIMINATION, MEDIA

After Nick Robinson, Beeb Considers Abandoning Impartiality - Nick Robinson’s Distorted Reporting of Salmond on Scots
Independence
Mike over at Vox Political and countless other bloggers, myself once again included, have posted pieces condemning Nick
Robinson’s blatant political bias. The most blatant example of this was his flagrant distortion and censorship of Alex Salmond’s
answer to his question on the effect Scottish independence would have on the Scots financial sector. The Scots First Minister
committed the cardinal sin of giving a reasoned answer, with supporting evidence, showing that Scotland would not lose
corporate tax revenue if the banks and insurance companies now based north of the Border went and moved south to London.
This was something that Robinson clearly didn’t want to hear, and definitely didn’t want the British voting public to hear either.
So the Beeb’s footage of the conference was manipulated to make it seem that Salmond was criticising the treasury, when in
fact Salmond was making a few barbed comments about the Corporation’s own objectivity. It was then further edited and
excised from a later report, in which Robinson lied and said that Salmond had not answered the question. This was the Beeb
acting as Newspeak in Cameron’s ‘1984’ Big Brother Britain.
I did wonder what that great Scots writer, John Buchan, would have made of it all. Buchan was the author of The 39 Steps,
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Greenmantle, and other tales of British pluck and derring-do against the threat of the Kaiser’s Germany. He was a staunch
Unionist, but I wondered if he wouldn’t have seen Robinson’s blatant falsification of the news as something deeply Un-British, a
blatant flouting of the British tradition of a free press. A piece of state propaganda that only those benighted countries under an
absolute monarchy or dictatorship, without the benefits of the British constitution, would suffer.

The Radio Times Looks Forward to Biased News
Unfortunately, the problem of BBC bias doesn’t end there. Bloggers like Mike, Johnny Void, the Angry Yorkshireman, Jayne
Linney and their commenters and followers have long observed the Beeb’s pro-Tory bias. This is bad enough, even with the
denials. There was an article in last week’s Radio Times, however, which threatened to make such bias official. Written by one
of the news staff, the article suggested that the impartiality customarily expected of the Beeb would soon be a thing of the past.
It had gone from American broadcasting, which had suffered no loss of audience as a result. American news broadcasting, the
article claimed, had been enlivened and invigorated by presenters and news anchors with a distinct, unconcealed bias. How
would the British public react, it asked, if a reporter or newsanchor over here made various critical remarks about the state of
the three main parties. It then gave examples of the type of comments that could be made. The article left you in no doubt that
the period of official impartiality on the Beeb was limited, and that with a few years it would be gone.

The Malign Influence of Rupert Murdoch
Now I find it shocking that the Beeb is even considering such a policy. The article makes it clear that it was considering the
example of the Fox Network in America, which had taken over as the country’s most popular broadcaster from the older,
established networks like NBC and ABC. What the article didn’t say was that this has come at a cost. The Dirty Digger is very
touchy about his network’s reputation for impartiality. So touchy that he actually copyrighted Fox News’ slogan of ‘Fair and
Impartial’, and then tried to sue a liberal writer, who dared used it as the title of a book questioning the integrity of his news
service. Despite this, Fox News has a reputation for being anything but ‘fair and impartial’. It ain’t called ‘faux news’ in certain
quarters for nuttin’.

The article was also somewhat misleading in that it seemed to suggest that equal time would be given to broadcasters of
different political bias. For example, reporters critical of the Tories would have equal airtime with those commenting from a Tory
or Liberal Democrat perspective. That won’t, however, be the case. What will happen will be what has already occurred in
America: the airwaves will be dominated by the Right, and sometimes the extreme Right, like the various stars found ranting on
Murdoch’s network. At the moment the Beeb has a right-wing political bias, but it’s concealed and at least the Corporation aims
at objectivity. Now I freely admit that I do take my news from biased sources. I don’t, however, want the Beeb to follow suit and
become a biased broadcaster itself. I want it at least to try being genuinely objective, even if that goal is unobtainable. I want
there to be a news service I can trust. This will go if the BBC adopts a policy of permitting and encouraging blatant political bias.
Instead of objective truth, we’ll get official Tory propaganda and all the disinformation and spin the Director General and the
head of BBC news thinks we’ll take.

It’s not the Beeb I want, and the movement to embrace blatant party political bias should be stopped now, long before it gets
started.

20.10.2014

One to watch: 'Reporting Gaza: Myths, Media and the Mainstream'

This is an interesting programme from Al Jazeera, which was broadcast on the weekend of 11 th October.
Reporting Gaza: Myths, Media and the Mainstream:
http://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/listeningpost/2014/10/gazamediamythsmainstream2014101192914485908.html

Fair News - Monitoring the Media's Coverage of Palestine and Israel
Palestine Solidarity Campaign

23.10.2014

'BBC backs report that omitted killing of Palestinians during Gaza truce
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You may remember the dreadful BBC Online article from November 2013, Tensions high between Israel and Gaza a year after
truce in which the author, Yolande Knell, failed to report on Israeli breaches of the truce and only reported on Palestinian rocket
fire. Fair News has been fighting that one since then, and the BBC Trust published its final ruling three weeks ago. This is the
article I’ve written for Electronic Intifada on the subject: BBC backs report that omitted killing of Palestinians during Gaza truce
http://electronicintifada.net/blogs/amena-saleem/bbc-backs-report-omitted-killings-palestinians-during-gaza-truce
Please feel free to share it widely.

And many thanks to all the Fair News volunteers who challenged this and who kept up the challenge over the last ten months,
taking it to appeal at the Trust. I felt this was a hugely important complaint to pursue, with the bias being so strong. Although our
complaints weren’t upheld, we held the BBC to account, and its responses to our challenges have allowed us to expose its bias
once more. This constant exposure can only harm its journalistic reputation for reporting on Palestine and Israel, and this raising
of awareness is also important. Thank you for your time on this complaint.
Fair News - Monitoring the Media's Coverage of Palestine and Israel
Palestine Solidarity Campaign

23.10.2014

BBC ignores Israeli violence once again

The BBC has once again focussed on Palestinian violence while ignoring Israeli violence against Palestinians in its News
coverage. Prominence was given to reporting a hit and run incident in which the perpetrator was Palestinian whereas a similar
crime by an Israeli settler only a few days earlier received no coverage. Both incidents resulted in the terrible death of a child.
On 23 October, the BBC reported the story of a Palestinian man who drove into a group of people at a tram stop in Jerusalem,
killing a three-month-old baby. Just a few days earlier, an Israeli settler ran over two Palestinian schoolgirls crossing a road,
killing one little girl aged five. The BBC did not think the Palestinian child’s death warranted coverage.
“Does the BBC feel that the lives of Palestinian children are incomparable to the lives of Israelis? Why is the BBC so
inconsistent in reporting crimes? The BBC has prominently covered the criminal actions of a Palestinian and ignored an equally
horrible crime by an Israeli settler, and they need to tell us why,” said Shamiul Joarder, Head of Public Affairs at FOA.
“The BBC—in the spirit of ethical and impartial journalism—should report on Palestinians and Israelis with equal objectivity and
fairness, not in a way that disadvantages one against the other,” said Joarder.
Friends of Al-Aqsa

29.10.2014

Conclusion of BBC complaint about Henry Jackson rep on BBC News

Thank you to everybody who complained to the BBC about the appearance of Davis Lewin, of the Henry Jackson Society, on
the BBC News Channel on July 17. Viewers were not told that Davis, and the Henry Jackson Society, are pro-Israel. Instead,
Lewin was presented as an independent commentator. The BBC admitted this was wrong in its first reply to complainants.
However, it was a private admission via email. We went to the ECU to ask for a public admission of the fault, so that the wider
BBC audience would be aware that Lewin had been misrepresented and his views, including the accusation that Hamas was
using
human
shields,
weren’t
independent.
This
is
the
ECU’s
response,
published
online
today: http://www.bbc.co.uk/complaints/comp-reports/ecu/newsat9july172014
The full story can be read here: http://electronicintifada.net/blogs/amena-saleem/bbc-trying-shore-support-israels-assault-gaza
Thank you again to everyone who took the time to make and pursue this complaint.
Fair News - Monitoring the Media's Coverage of Palestine and Israel
Palestine Solidarity Campaign

30.10.2014

BBC upholds complaint about West Bank coverage

The BBC has upheld a complaint about its West Bank coverage made by Ben White, author of A Beginner’s Guide to Israeli
Apartheid. Ben’s story in Middle East Monitor is below. This is the link to the story:
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https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/blogs/politics/14941--bbc-upholds-complaint-over-operation-brothers-keeper-report

As Ben writes: “A small result, but one that goes to show how misleading reporting – and dismissive responses – can be
successfully challenged.”
Let’s keep challenging!

BBC upholds complaint over 'Operation Brother's Keeper' report
The BBC has upheld a complaint on the grounds of accuracy concerning a July report on 'Operation Brother's Keeper' that
misrepresented the killings of Palestinians by Israeli occupation forces in the West Bank. On 1 July, BBC News online published
an article titled 'Israel: Hamas 'will pay price' after teenagers found dead', following the discovery of the bodies of three missing
Israeli youths near Hebron. In an attempt to provide context for events in the West Bank, the BBC report noted the following:
The disappearance of the teenagers on 12 June sparked a huge search operation in Palestinian towns and cities across the
West Bank. More than 400 Palestinians were arrested, while five were killed in fighting with Israeli troops. To describe those
Palestinians shot dead by Israeli forces as having been "killed in fighting with Israeli troops" was inaccurate, misleading, and
offensive. One of them, for example, was unarmed and mentally disabled. Another was an unarmed 15-year-old boy shot dead
with live ammunition.

For the BBC to write that "five were killed in fighting with Israeli troops" clearly gave the impression that those killed were
engaged in armed combat with Israeli soldiers, when in fact they were unarmed civilians shot dead in circumstances that could
well constitute war crimes. That same day, I made a complaint, along the lines of the above. The BBC's initial reply, which came
a week later, was disturbing. Seemingly a generic, copy and paste job, the response ignored the specifics of my complaint, and
instead offered reassurances that the reporting on Palestine/Israel had been "fair and impartial." The reply noted: "BBC News
has reported extensively on the wider aspects of the conflict; on the occupation, building of settlements, the impasse in
negotiations and the decreasing likelihood of a two state solution", adding: "Please be assured we raised your concerns with
senior editorial staff at BBC News."

I subsequently complained again (17 July), stressing how "unsatisfactory" the process had been to date. I highlighted the BBC's
commitment to accuracy, and the fact that my complaint had highlighted an important failing in that regard. Then, earlier this
month – a breakthrough. On 7 October, I received an email from the BBC offering their "apologies" for both "our previous
response and for the long delay in our second response." After reviewing the article in question, the BBC told me that they
had reworded the relevant sentence so that it now reads "...five were killed by Israeli troops." The original problematic wording
still remained on some items, however (see here and here). After I pointed this out, the BBC replied once more to confirm that
"the same changes have now been made to the other two stories", thus "upholding your complaint on the grounds of accuracy."
A small result, but one that goes to show how misleading reporting – and dismissive responses – can be successfully
challenged.
Fair News - Monitoring the Media's Coverage of Palestine and Israel
Palestine Solidarity Campaign

MPs & MEPs
03.10.2014

'A momentous vote on Palestine'

Sir Vincent Fean, who served as British Consul-General in Jerusalem from 2010 to 2014, argues that the time has come for the
UK to recognise the State of Palestine.
On 13 October, our MPs will debate and vote on a motion to recognise the State of Palestine. This is now the right course
of action, to sustain those in Palestine who abhor violence, and strengthen the hand of those in Israel who seek peaceful,
secure coexistence in two sovereign states. The Holy Land is home to two peoples – Israeli and Palestinian. It is anything but a
beacon of peace and harmony. The conflict there has cast a shadow over the Middle East region throughout my diplomatic
career - some 38 years, the last 3 in Jerusalem. Jews, Christians and Muslims all care deeply about Jerusalem, and seek the
freedom to worship there. What can Christians do to advance the cause of peace with justice in that sacred place? Pray for
peace, mutual security, and justice for all. Give to good causes, like the rebuilding of Gaza and the non political charity Friends
of the Holy Land, dedicated to enabling those Christian living stones to survive where they were born, where Christ walked. And
ask our elected representatives to do what is right: recognise two states with equal rights and responsibilities. Our spiritual
leaders care deeply. His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury spoke eloquently – of security for Israel, justice for Palestinians,
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peace for all – during his visit last year. His Holiness Pope Francis prayed for peace with Presidents Abbas and Peres in June.
Tragically, the third Gaza conflict in 10 years was to follow. The ceasefire has suspended the killing, but resolved nothing.

Our Government recognised the State of Israel (without borders or a capital) in 1950. Why recognise Palestine now, on the lines
before the 1967 war and occupation, ie East Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza? First, for our own sake: we regain our
balance. We are party to the history of this conflict – originators of the Balfour Declaration and holders of the Mandate to rule
Palestine (1920-48). Under the Mandate, we took on a “sacred trust of civilisation” to advance the welfare of the Palestinian
people and guide them to independence. There is unfinished business here. Second, recognition makes a difference – not on
the ground, but in the minds of men and women. It underlines our commitment to the equitable two state solution, at a time
when violence, illegal settlement expansion and the continued closure of Gaza make that outcome ever harder to discern. It is
the only one that will work, justly. Recognition makes it more likely, not less.

The two parties to this conflict are at an impasse. The voices of moderation on both sides need encouragement. Those
Palestinians who eschew violence and practise security cooperation with Israel need something to show for their pains – to
prove that their peaceful efforts, not indiscriminate Hamas violence, will lead to two states. Those in Israel who acknowledge
that settlements, the Separation Barrier and demolitions of Palestinian homes are both morally and legally wrong need to be
able to show that the world thinks the same. It matters to Israel’s international reputation to end the Occupation. External action
is needed to break the impasse. The United Kingdom has the freedom to act perfectly legitimately in ways which are closed,
politically, to the United States. US involvement in resolving this conflict is necessary, but Secretary Kerry’s engagement is
evidently not sufficient. The Arab States have reaffirmed that they will recognise and do business with Israel in the event of an
agreement acceptable to the Palestinian moderates. Europe too needs to act, beyond funding the rebuilding of Gaza for the
third time in a decade. Where we lead, other Europeans will follow. Recognition of Palestine is already under active discussion
in France. The Nordic countries are not far behind – in the evangelical churches in Finland, Denmark, Sweden and Norway,
there is keen awareness of the urgent need to find a way for two peoples to live in peace and mutual security. In Ireland and
Italy too, the debate has moved from conflict analysis to determining action for the common good of all people in the region.
Israelis and Palestinians deserve to live in safety. Both deserve statehood. The status quo is unjust and thus indefensible. A
one-state outcome is also no solution, for it means further discrimination in an apartheid-style system, and yet more violence –
but with no way out.

The U.S. Administration sometimes says that we cannot want a solution more than the two parties do. Not so. The absence of a
solution harms us directly in the region, through instability, risk of violence, the financial cost to our Development Ministry of
mitigating the negative impact of the Occupation on people in Gaza and the West Bank… Even more importantly, accusations of
UK double standards increase the risks of radicalisation among our Muslim youth. Recognition levels the ground somewhat for
the negotiations between the parties which must follow, and demonstrates respect for the International Law which we helped to
create, and which needs political will to enforce.

13.10.2014

MPs back Palestinian statehood alongside Israel

The House of Commons backed the move "as a contribution to securing a negotiated two-state solution" - although less than
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half of MPs took part in the vote. The result, 274 to 12, is symbolic but could have international implications. Government
ministers abstained on the vote, on a motion put forward by Labour MP Grahame Morris and amended by former Foreign
Secretary Jack Straw. Middle East Minister Tobias Ellwood said Britain reserved the right to recognise Palestine when it is
"appropriate for the peace process". In 2012 the UN General Assembly voted to upgrade the Palestinians' status to that of "nonmember observer state". The assembly voted 138 to nine in favour, with 41 nations - including the UK - abstaining. Mr Morris
told MPs recognising Palestine as a state would be a "symbolically important" step towards peace, saying relations between
Israelis and Palestinians were "stuck at an impasse".

'Two-state solution'
Current UK government policy, as set out by former Foreign Secretary William Hague, is that it "reserves the right to recognise a
Palestinian state bilaterally at the moment of our choosing and when it can best help bring about peace". The full motion stated:
"That this House believes that the Government should recognise the state of Palestine alongside the state of Israel as a
contribution to securing a negotiated two state solution." Explaining Labour's support, shadow foreign minister Ian Lucas said it
would "strengthen the moderate voices among the Palestinians who want to pursue the path of politics, not the path of
violence". "This is not an alternative to negotiations, it is a bridge for beginning them," he said. Conservative Nicholas Soames
said: "I'm convinced that to recognise Palestine is both morally right and is in our national interest." Another former foreign
secretary, the Conservative Sir Malcolm Rifkind, said he too wanted to see a two-state solution but added: "Symbolism
sometimes has a purpose, it sometimes has a role, but I have to say you do not recognise a state which has not yet got the
fundamental ingredients that a state requires if it's going to carry out its international functions and therefore, at the very least, I
would respectfully suggest this motion is premature."

Labour MP Graham Morris says recognising the state of Palestine is the "right thing to do" ahead of a vote in the Commons
The government is not bound to do anything as a result of the vote. Mr Ellwood said: "Only an end to the occupation will ensure
that Palestinian statehood becomes a reality on the ground. The UK will bilaterally recognise a Palestinian state when we judge
that it can best help bring about the peace." Ahead of the debate, the prime minister's official spokesman said: "The
government's position is very clear and hasn't changed, so I think that is a very clear indication of the British government's
approach. "The government's approach is a long-standing one and is in support of a two-state solution and we will continue to
work with a range of international partners - Israel, the Palestinian Authority - in support of that." Although Liberal Democrat
ministers were expected to abstain, in accordance with established policy on backbench debates, it is party policy to support
recognition of Palestinian statehood. The vote comes amid moves elsewhere in Europe to recognise Palestinian statehood
officially, more than 100 countries having done so. Israel says moves to recognise Palestine are premature and undermine
efforts to reach a peace settlement between the two sides. Palestinian officials say they have been forced to pursue measures
including seeking greater recognition internationally because a succession of peace talks has failed. Labour has twice called on
the government - in 2011 and 2012 - to back Palestine's request for official state recognition at the UN.
Source: BBC News, 13.10.2014

13.10.2014

Palestinian Statehood Debate

I watched all of the Backbenchers debate to recognise (symbolically) Palestine. For : 274
basically got this for a vote (with Jeremy Corbyn). A few observations :

Against : 12 Graeme Morris

David Ward used the word Nakba.
Jack Straw advocated the 1967 borders. He noted that The Quartet recognised the possibility of Palestinian statehood, prior to
any peace settlement. There "should be a price" for the 600,000 settlers, falsely marketing produce from occupied territories,
and the resolution would help move the UK's political climate along. "The only thing the Israeli government understand is
pressure."
Malcolm Rifkind, while opposed to the motion, declared himself against settlements.
Sir Richard Ottaway (Conservative, Croydon South) : Believes Israel was attacked in 1967, and frames his conception of Israel
by of the Jewish Holocaust. Yet he now regrets his support over the past 20 years, especially because of the settlements. He
stated that, "If the Israelis are losing people like me, they're in trouble."
Alan Duncan (Conservative, Rutland), also in support of recognising Palestine; criticising Israel's lack of defined borders and
illegal settlements. He strongly admonished Louise Ellman as being a routine cataloguer of solely the Palestinians' faults, and
will make a more detailed speech tomorrow (Tuesday) morning. He's one to watch.
Sir Nicholas Soames (Mid Sussex) : Used the Balfour Declaration to support the resolution, that Britain therefore has an
obligation to support it. Statehood is the "long overdue birthright of every Palestinian child."
Louise Ellman (Labour/Co-op, Liverpool), Ian Paisley & James Clappison (Conservative, Herts) all took the Jewish Board of
Deputy Sheriffs' view that the resolution would not help the peaceful construction of a two-state solution. Clappison scolds the
PA for partnering with Hamas, whom he blames for Gaza's problems.
Sir Gerald Kaufman (Manchester) : defends Palestinians' right to have a political split. Understands that in 1948, the Israeli
factions were three-fold. He went on to say that Naftali Bennett's Settlers' Party makes UKIP seem like "cosy internationalists."
And, wait for it, the Israelis policy "is not Jewish!"
Matthew Offord (Hendon, of course) was accused by a fellow Tory of reading from an Israeli press release!
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I could spot neither Stella Creasy nor David Lammy, but 362 other MPs didn't show either. Dunno how Ellman voted, if she did,
as there was a 3 line whip.

Useful link - should be possible to find individual speeches. TheyWorkForYou

Palestine Prisoners
07.10.2014
Alert 10th Oct - Protest HP complicity in Israel's dungeons and torture dens
In an ongoing contract worth millions of dollars (up for renewal 2016), Hewlett Packard provides the Israeli prison service with
essential IT services, servers and infrastructure that enable Israel's prisons and interrogation centres to function. These include
the notorious Al Jalame interrogation centre in northern Israel where children are caged three floors below the surface in filthy
3m x 1m holes in the ground, left in solitary confinement for up to 65 days. Their only escape being the interrogation room
where the children, shackled by their hands and feet, are abused and tortured for 6 hours at a time.
HP also implements and manages the server farm for the entire Israeli army and Ministry of Defense - Israel's largest server
tender worth $140 million . Those HP servers form the IT backbone of the entire Israeli war machine which has been found
guilty of war crimes and possible crimes against humanity by the UN Human Rights Council.
Please join us this Friday as we continue our new campaign against Hewlett Packard, demanding they end their complicity in
Israel's war crimes.
DATE: Friday 10th Oct 2014, 4:00pm - 6:00pm
LOCATION: Hewlett-Packard office, 88 Wood Street, London. EC2V 7QT (Closest public transport: St Paul's, Moorgate &
Barbican tube stations)
REPORT FROM LAST HEWLETT-PACKARD PROTEST
Last month, on 26th Sept 2014, we launched this campaign with a protest outside HP offices in London, the full photo-video
report of the protest including protest resources is available here:
Protesting
Hewlett
Packard's
complicity
http://www.inminds.com/article.php?id=10628

in

Israel's

war

crimes,

dungeons

and

torture

dens

Video: http://youtu.be/6z9jdY939qo
Slideshow: http://youtu.be/tHuJgc-4WdQ
BACKGROUND - HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP is more than an office supplies and printers company, they are one of the top 20 defense contractors in the US with arms*
sales worth $3 billion in 2011. They specialize in developing the IT infrastructure that is essential for the military to function.
Whilst Hewlett-Packard(HP) operates in 178 countries around the world in HP's own words "Israel is one of the few countries
where HP has a massive presence.. In the past decade, HP has invested over $6 billion in the acquisition of Israeli companies,
including the establishment of production plants.. HP is the second largest investor in Israeli IT."
HP provides IT backbone to Israeli Military
In 2011 HP won Israel's largest ever servers tender, worth an estimated $140 million. Under the tender HP implements and
manages the entire server farm of the Ministry of Defense and the Israeli army for 5 years (contract ends in 2016). Those HP
servers form the IT backbone of the entire Israeli war machine making HP complicit in Israel's war crimes.
HP has been equipping the Israeli military since 2006 when it was first contracted to provided the IT infrastructure for the Israeli
navy, a “virtualization project” which was used by the Israeli military as a pilot for implementing the same system to the entire
army. HP is thereby assisting the illegal naval blockade of Gaza which also began in 2006. In 2009 HP won the contract to
supply all computer equipment to the Israeli military. In another contract HP supply configuration management database system
for the Israeli Army's secret IT unit. Currently HP is implementing and assimilating an enterprise resource planning and
management system for the Israeli Army (2011-2015).
HP helping Israels dungeons and torture dens to operate
Hewlett Packard is also providing essential IT services and infrastructural that enable the Israeli Prison Service (IPS)** to
function. Everyday Israel abducts and cages 2 children as young as 12 years old. Human rights groups have documented the
brutal torture of children as standard practice during interrogations in order to coerce confessions, usually to stone throwing
which carries a sentence of up to 20 years imprisonment. Today there are over 6000 Palestinian political prisoners, including
women and children, imprisoned by the Israeli Prison Service - many locked up without even a charge let alone a trial. 72
Palestinian prisoners have been tortured to death in Israeli prisons since 1967. The latest being father of five young children,
Raed Abdul-Salam al-Jabari, who was died following interrogation at Eshel prison on 9th Sep 2014. he had been arrested over
a simple car accident involving an illegal Israeli settler. The IPS claimed he had comitted suicide by hanging himself in his cell
but the autopsy revealed he had been savagely tortured with repeated blows to the head and face causing brain hemorrhage.
His neck showed no signs of hanging.
In an ongoing contract (until 2016), worth millions of dollars, HP provides the Israeli prison service the systems and servers
needed to keep it operational. In 2012 HP provided the central servers for the operational system of the IPS ("Tzohar") and its
ongoing maintenance. In a contract worth $35 million, HP developed the Kidma information system for the IPS which includes
the prisoners management system and intelligence subs systems, helping the occupation keep illegal records on Palestinians it
has abducted and their families. HP has also executed a project for e-mail storage and archive for the IPS.
HP helping the occupation implement apartheid
HP has developed and maintained the Basel System - a biometric access control system with hand and facial recognition,
which is used by Israel at illegal checkpoints deep inside occupied territory to restrict and control Palestinian freedom of
movement in their own land. It forms part of the separation wall apparatus declared illegal by the International Court of Justice in
2004.
HP also provided services to the illegal settlements, in particular Modi'in Illit and Ariel. This includes a data storage system for
the municipality of Ariel as part of the "Smart City" project.
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*Arms sales defined as goods & services designed specifically for military purpose and doesn't include general purpose
equipment like office computers. Figure may be underestimate as it doesn't include classified contracts. Src: Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute
**We would especially like to thank WhoProfits.org for the research they have conducted on HP, in particular their freedom of
information requests that have revealed the extent on HP's complicity with the Israeli Prison Service.
WANT TO SET UP YOUR OWN PROTEST AGAINST HEWLETT-PACKARD?
Apart from London HP has UK offices in Bracknell (HQ), Bristol, Warrington, Erskine and Belfast. If any local groups want to set
up their own protest at any of these locations please contact us, we can try and help with resources (leaflets, etc).
LIVE UPDATES DURING PROTEST
We will, inshAllah, be tweeting live from the protest with live photos being uploaded to our twitter and facebook page. So if you
can't join us on the day, please help us by sharing the photos as they get uploaded.
https://www.facebook.com/inmindscom
https://twitter.com/InmindsCom

Palestinian Prisoners Campaign
www.inminds.com/caged
fb.com/inmindscom
twitter.com/InmindsCom
youtube.com/user/inminds
The Palestinian Prisoners Campaign aims to raise awareness for the plight of Palestinian prisoners and build solidarity for their
struggle and work towards their freedom. The campaign was launched by Innovative Minds (inminds.com) and the Islamic
Human Rights Commission (ihrc.org) on the occasion of Al Quds Day 2012 (on 17th August 2012), since then we have held
actions every fortnight in support of Palestinian prisoners, if you can spare two hours twice a month then please join the
campaign by coming to the next action.

27.10.2014

Alert 5th Nov - Shame Hewlett-Packard at Sustainable Brands 2014 - VIGIL

Hewlett Packard are sponsoring a three day international "Sustainable Brands" conference in London on 3-5th November 2014.
The conference "mission is to empower more brands to prosper by leading the way to a better world" and HP's own sponsorship
statement reads:

"HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people, businesses, governments and society. Our
integrated approach to business, HP Living Progress, balances human, economic and environmental impact. It’s how we are
creating a better future for everyone through our actions and innovations" Hewlett Packard's Global Manager of Strategic
Alliances and Innovations in Education, Ann Ewasechko, will address the conference on Wednesday 5th November 2-3pm. The
conference ends at 4:30pm on the same day. We will be outside the conference on Wednesday from 3pm - 5pm asking HP how
the murder of 521 Palestinian children, that the UN says Israel killed in Gaza this August, contributes to their vision of "creating
a better future for everyone through our actions"? Hewlett Packard facilitated the mass murder by its development and
continued maintenance of the IT infrastructure and server farms of the Israeli Army and Ministry of Defence, which forms the
backbone of Israel's war machine.

Please join us on Wed 5th Nov 3pm outside Lancaster London Hotel (near Lancaster Gate tube station) to prevent Hewlett
Packard greenwashing its complicity in Israels genocidal crimes.

DATE: 5th Nov 2014, 3:00pm - 5:00pm
LOCATION: Lancaster London Hotel, Lancaster Terrace, London W2 2TY (near Lancaster Gate tube station on Central Line)
FACEBOOK EVENT: https://www.facebook.com/events/1553705368181951
More on Sustainable Brands London 2014: http://www.sustainablebrands.com/events/sblondon14

US and US Groups
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02.10.2014

We can't let things go back to "normal"

The world turns away from the Palestinian struggle for freedom when the bombs stop falling and so-called ‘calm’ returns to the
region. But at Jewish Voice for Peace, we have more members, more chapters and more supporters than ever before, and we
won’t turn away. We promise, we will redouble our efforts to transform our already changing Jewish community and the U.S
political culture that makes such destruction possible.
As we approach Yom Kippur, the Jewish holy day of atonement and repentance, we ask that you once again watch and
share this #GazaNames video, which we made with the assistance of the Institute for Middle East Understanding (IMEU). We
must continue to bear witness to the over 2,000 lives lost this summer. While Israelis see things as “calm,” the reality for
Palestinians is ongoing crackdowns, arbitrary arrests, unprecedented land grabs, and settlement expansion. It means hundreds
of thousands of children in Gaza continue to suffer from psychological trauma and limited access to clean water and electricity,
while 100,000 remain newly displaced from their homes.

via Institute for Middle East Understanding (see full size)
The siege of Gaza continues. The occupation of Gaza, the West Bank and East Jerusalem continues. The displacement of
refugees continues. We can’t let things go back to “normal.’ We won’t. Working together, we will make sure our massively
expanded movement continues to grow.
Join us in sharing the #GazaNames video in which the world’s social justice heroes—including Diana Buttu, Brian Eno,
Chuck D, Angela Davis, Wallace Shawn, Mira Nair, Desmond Tutu, Jonathan Demme, Remi Kenazi, Eve Ensler, Naomi
Klein and so many more, through their simple act of honoring life, remind us to recommit to working for justice in the new
year.
Naomi Dann, Media Coordinator, Jewish Voices for Peace

05.10.2014

Palestine to Ferguson Briefing

This week marks two months since Michael Brown, an 18-year-old
unarmed black man, was shot dead by Ferguson police, sparking a youthled movement against widespread police violence -- rarely prosecuted -against black and brown communities. Many around the country are
coming to understand, if they did not already know, that this goes beyond
Mike Brown, beyond economic disadvantage, beyond individual racism.
This is a national crisis, an epidemic of systemically denying
marginalized communities their basic rights.This Friday kicks off a
historicWeekend of Resistance in Ferguson and St. Louis, to which the US
Campaign is working with several groups to organize a Palestine
Contingent to
show
support.
Click here for details on a National Briefing Wednesday to learn more
about
Ferguson
October
and
the
Palestine
Contingent.

Police misconduct in this country is part of a broader U.S. history of
violence against people of color; first across North America by genocide
and slavery, then followed by war after war abroad -- including the ongoing
U.S.-sponsored Israeli occupation of Palestine. The killing of Mike Brown
is a movement moment to unite against racism and fight for justice for
all. We in the Palestine solidarity movement have a special role to play in Steering Committee member Sandra Tamari on
demonstrating clearly that challenging militarization and injustice why she supports Palestine. Click to follow STLabroad is incomplete without confronting and dismantling those PSC on Facebook to see why other Palestinians
support
Ferguson.
Artist:
Suhad
Khatib
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United
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Speakers will include:




Ferguson native, hip-hop artist, and Organization for Black Struggle
organizer Tef Poe
Millennial Activists United organizer Larry Fellows III
St. Louis Palestine Solidarity Committee and US Campaign Steering
Committee member Sandra Tamari

This is an amazing opportunity to hear firsthand about the struggle in Ferguson and the
beautiful solidarity and momentum building every day toward comprehensive change for
all
victims
of
state
violence.
I hope you'll join us on the call and, if you can, please join us in Ferguson too -- or
show your support from afar. The weekend will include street actions, panel
discussions, a block party, hip hop, faith-based events, nonviolent direct action trainings,
and more. Confirmed speakers include Palestinian spoken word artists Suheir
Hammad and Remi Kanazi, Dr. Cornel West, Rev. Osagyefu Sekou, and others.
Please:
1.
2.
3.

Visit FergusonOctober.com and follow @FergusonOctober on Twitter.
Support the Palestine Contingent by signing up here.
Join the Facebook event page.

Hope
to
Felicia Eaves

talk

to

you

Wednesday

-- Don't

forget

.
to

RSVP

for

call

details!

US Campaign Steering Committee Co-Chair

US Campaign to end the Israeli Occupation

16.10.2014

Is *this* what they're afraid of?

I had the enormous privilege of participating in the first "Open Hillel" conference at Harvard University this past weekend.
Organized by and for students, Open Hillel is a historic effort to challenge the “red lines” that Hillel International has created,
which excludes Jewish students who cross Hillel’s declared boundaries of what is acceptable conversation on Israel and
Palestine.
Click here to congratulate the organizers on this historic achievement, and see some of the many highlights of the
conference.
The energy was electric. Everywhere, people were talking—and listening. In the overflowing halls, clustered around the bagels,
before and after panel sessions—you could almost see peoples' minds expanding. Is this what the mainstream Jewish
organizations are so afraid of? Young people thoughtfully talking to one another? The conference was unique, especially in
the Jewish world, in bringing together different perspectives. On the plenary I participated in, we had fundamental differences
about the best strategies for change, one state vs. two states, and whose voices should be listened to most closely. But that
was OK. Not only OK, but it resulted in a conversation that was robust and spirited. Throughout the weekend, sessions ranging
from Palestinian nationalism to anti-Semitism, from Islamophobia to race in the Jewish community, and so many other topics
elicited rich and intense discussions. Judith Butler, a renowned scholar who has had multiple speaking invitations revoked for
her outspoken criticism of Israel, opened the conference by talking honestly about fear, including her own, of being called antiSemitic when she speaks out for fundamental Palestinian rights.

On my panel, I picked up this theme, saying: We all struggle with this work, and it is important to feel that struggle. There
is fear, and pain, and discomfort, and if you aren’t feeling those things you are probably not doing it right. True, there is
no comparison to the fear that an 8-year-old in Gaza—the age of my own daughter—feels after being bombarded from the sky
at three different times in her life. But the fear is real, and they are also connected, because if we allow our fears to rule our
actions, US foreign policy will not change. If this summer has shown us anything, it is that we need to be bold. Because on the
other side of that fear and pain and struggle is liberation—the liberation of doing what you actually believe and feel.
This first Open Hillel conference was a manifestation of both the struggle and the potential liberation, and all around me I could
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feel the joy and amazement of being among people who are going through the same struggle together. This is a serious
challenge to Hillel International and by extension to the mainstream Jewish establishment. Are they really willing to let go of this
smart, engaged, committed cohort of young people, just because some of them want to hold Israel accountable for its human
rights violations and systems of oppression, and all of them want our community to be able to talk about it?
Mazel Tov, Open Hillel. May you go from strength to strength.
Rebecca Vilkomerson, Executive Director, Jewish Voices for Peace

20.10.2014

Stronger than intimidation

In our recent email congratulating Open Hillel on its conference, we made a slight but telling error. Judith Butler, who is not only
an internationally renowned scholar but a member of JVP’s advisory board, has actually had just one invitation to speak
revoked. While she, like many others who support Palestinian rights, has had to deal with threats, additional security, and
demonstrations when she speaks, the truth is that our community is stronger than this kind of intimidation. Scholars,
activists, faculty union members, and newspaper editors have rallied around the concept of freedom of speech and we have
won!
For many years now, JVP has actively supported faculty and students facing this kind of intimidation, from legislation targeting
the American Studies Association when it passed a BDS resolution, to students accused of anti-Semitism when pursuing
divestment bills on their campuses, to threats of blacklisting and loss of funding made to professors who are vocal in their
objections to the occupation or who support BDS.

That’s why we are so thrilled to announce the formation of our Academic Advisory Council, which will bring together faculty
from all fields and from universities and colleges around the country to fight attempts to silence these debates or punish those
who speak out. While ‘civility’ has become the watchword on campus, we will speak out for the key role of discomfort as an
essential part of learning. And we will be bringing students and faculty together to support one another.
You’ll be learning more about these efforts soon. Meanwhile, if you haven’t yet signed the petition to thank Open Hillel for
challenging Hillel to be open to all students, click here.
Rebecca Vilkomerson, Executive Director, Jewish Voices for Peace

24.10.2014

Deeply Humbling and Inspiring...

This month, the US Campaign was honored to help bring together a strongPalestine
Contingent to the Ferguson October Weekend of Resistance to join a movement
moment challenging the national epidemic of racial profiling and police militarization,
brutality, and impunity. We know that we cannot advocate an end to Israeli state violence
while ignoring state violence against communities of color here at home, as part of our
commitment
to
confronting
racism
and
bigotry
in all
its
forms.
The weekend was a phenomenal success with countless unforgettable moments
including:

Contingent members
joined more than a dozen acts
of civil disobedience, shutting
down St. Louis City Hall,
blocking the doors to a
politicians, taking part in a
the people's occupation of St.
Walmarts (in solidarity with
and
much
more.

Artist: Yumna Ali
fundraiser
for
local
complicit
shopping
mallflash
mob and
Louis University, shutting down three
recent police victim John Crawford),

A diverse group of US Campaign Steering Committee co-chair Felicia more
Eaves and member Sandra Tamari marching in St.
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Louis

than

100

joined

a national

march of thousands holding signs saying, "From Palestine to Ferguson":"Resistance Is Not a Crime," "End Racism Now,"
and "Justice for All." The march culminated in a rally where St. Louis
Palestine Solidarity Committee (PSC) and US Palestinian Community
Network (USPCN) member Suhad Khatib and Palestinian-American
Dream Defenders organizer Ahmed Abuznaid spoke eloquently of
the importance of joint struggle, bringing tears to many eyes.

Palestinian poet Remi Kanazi performed at the Hip Hop and
Resistance concert along with Dead Prez, Talib Kweli, Tef Poe, and
others.

PSC members Suhad Khatib, Hedy Epstein, and US Campaign
Steering Committee member Sandra Tamari joined Kanazi on stage with
Civil Rights leader Dr. Cornel West for a dynamic panel. When local
Ferguson youth took to the stage asking to be heard, Khatib and Tamari
immediately ceded their spots in solidarity
Contingent members from NSJP, PSC, USPCN,
and the US Campaign show support for Ferguson
youth taking the stage.
Contingent members stood with courageous St. Louis and
Ferguson community members to challenge the local militarized police presence in the streets night after night. USPCN
member Zena Ozeir and PSC member Bassem Masri were arrested along with more than a hundred others. Ozeir and
Masri
are
both
safely
home.

Day after day, Palestinians sent photos from across the globe to show their solidarity with Ferguson.

Even more moving than the presence of the Palestine contingent,
however, was the breathtaking, spontaneous outpouring of
solidarity shown to the contingent by the people of St. Louis, Ferguson,
and the broader movement for justice for Mike Brown. Ferguson youth
took to the rally stage and thanked the people of Palestine for being the
first to send their support through tweets after Mike's killing. Dr. Cornel
West decried the Israeli occupation of Palestine, which was met by
deafening cheers from the crowd of thousands. These and countless other
moments of connectedness and solidarity throughout the weekend were
deeply humbling and spoke to our collective power when we work
togetherfor
justice
for
all.
The US Campaign was proud to organize the contingent with an
extraordinary coalition of member organizations and allies made up of the
PSC, Organization
for
Black
Struggle,
USPCN, Muslims
for
Ferguson,Council on American Islamic Relations - St. Louis, Palestinian
BDS
National
Committee, National
Students
for
Justice
in
Palestine, Palestinian Youth Movement (PYM), American Muslims for
Palestine, and African Americans for Justice in the Middle East and North
Africa.
Be sure to check out these amazing recordings, images, and
resourcesfrom the contingent:






Listen to the engaging US Campaign briefingwith youth
leadersTef Poe and Larry Fellows III, Steering Committee members Felicia Eaves and Sandra Tamari, and others.
Share awesome photos and #PalestinianSupportFergusonCozmemes from the growing Tumblr.
Learn about the Ferguson/Palestine connections.
Read the inspiring statement of support from PYM.
Visit the #Palestine2Ferguson web section with all the above and more.

The struggle continues -- in Ferguson, St. Louis, across the nation, and across the globe. In the words of Ferguson youth:
"United we stand, divided we fall." Let's stand together when it counts to build a better world for all.
Anna Baltzer
National Organizer
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